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ALBUQUERQUE MOENING JOUMNAJL.
THIRTY-FOURT-

YEAR. VOL CXXXIV, No. 86.

H

BRYAN DOMINATES SITUATION
CONVENTION

IN NATIONAL

AND MAY BE NOM NEE

FOR P
ALL HOPE OF AVERTING HARD FIGHT
ON FLOOR AGAINST

By Mall,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912,

PARKER HAS

speech with Mr. Bryan In the hope of
convincing- him ol the progressive
note It would strike.
The effort wan unavailing. Mr. Bryan soon left the conference, asserting
thut while the interview was "most
pleasant indeed," ho had fulled to
change, his attitude on the temporary
chairmanship. As the doors of tho
(inference room opened and Mr. l.ry-a- n
stepped briskly out. Judge Parker
could be seen Within, looking wistfully out over the city.
A moment after Mr. Bryan has disappeared, "Chairman Mack came out
and asked where he had gone. When
told, however, he made no effort to
follow, returning to the room for a
few mora minutes with Judge Parker
and Vice Chairman Hall. As these
three finally emerged they announced
that the committee would go ahead
and approve the selection of Judge
Parker, let the fight come as it would.
H will come after the
opening
prayer by Cardinal Gibbons tomorrow,
when National Chairman Mack presents tho name of Parker us tempo-

IIS

PARKER
f

BOUTWITH

anv radical pronouncement on

FIRST

BRYAN

FOR TEMPORARY

CHAIRMAN

this

subject.

There will be planks pledging tho
party to Income tax legislation, to the,
election of senators hy direct vole and
to primary elections.
The protective tariff will be held
responsible for the trusts and the
high cost of living and there will bo
a decliratlon fi-- r rapid revision downward.
It will be a tariff for revenue only
platform. All factions are committed
to this plun.
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NEW PARTY IS

GET

ROOSEVELT'S
FROM

AWA Y

PURPOSE

FEDERALS

ANOTHER MARTYR TO
AIR CONQUEST

TODAY
Committee Names Washington, June, 24. Paul Hamil- Only Small Force of Rebels
aviaarmy
an instructor at the
Will Make Show of Defense
New York Judge By Vote of ton,
tion school. College Park, Maryland,
evenat Bachimba Fortifications
Thirty-on- e
to Twenty-tw- o
to was perhaps fatally Injured this
ing In an aeroplane Occident.
While Army Retires.
Rough Rider Candidate Decides
Sound Keynote Speech,
Hamilton was plying alone In a
and was at u height of one hunto Cut Loose Absolutely From
dred feet when the machine fell to the
rary chairman.
ground and was smashed to pieces. GUERILLA WARFARE
All His Past Republican AfTALK
COMPROMISE
The strength any secondary candiThe aviator was pinned beneath the
ENSUE
THEN
date could develop In the convention
.WILL
filiations,
extricated.
was
quickly
BEARS NO FRUIT wreckage, but
National

tho event of a deadlock on the first
He was hurried to a hospital, whore
and succeeding ballots could not be
It wag said his Injuries might prove
Governor Mar
testlmated tonight.
fatal.
General Huerta's Command Is SAYS NOMINATION
By
Up
BY
GIVEN
shall will receive tho thirty votes of Contest Cases Taken
Indiana on the lirst ballot but no other
Making Rapid Flank Move- WAS OFFERE.') HIM
Body After Disposing of i.SENTIMENT FACTOR
immediate strength is visible for him.
SurroundMayor Uitynor's boom Ih wrapped up
ment With View to
Fight Made By Nebraskan
WITH HAVEMEYER
"(iaynor
in the activity of several
By
Stand
Largely
to
Pledged
Are
,
Delegates
ing Enemy,
Clark's
hcadquar-lerHDelegates From South Called
Speaker
On Organization Candidate.
clubs" which have opened
it depends upon New York's
but
O.
H.
New York, Juno 24. The late
On Colonel and Informed Him
Action of Committee in Selecting New York Judge to Make attitude on the temporary chairmanHavemeyer was actuated in his de- (lly Morning Journal Npeelal leased M ire.)
light tomorrow whether Br Mnrplns JtMvrtHII ftrlNt
ship
and
the
Could Swing Enough
They
sugar
industry
velopment of the beet
June 24
Chihuahua, Mex., June 84. OrganKeynote Speech; Action May Lead to Rupture of Long Now York's ninety votes will go to Baltimore, Mil.,York,
might be
by
motive
that
n
In
Utah
as
was
chosen
New
of
Parker,
is
Mexico
In
York
New
northern
(biynor, Dix or some other
ised revolution
Votes to Insure Success,
for temporary chair termed sentimental nominally, that In Its dying stages and In Its stead
Friendship That Has Existed Between Nebraskan and favorite, or will bo thrown to one of ! the candidatedemocratic;
Ms forefathers were Ip the business of
by
convention
man
of
the
recognized
candidates.
the
a cen- soon will be substituted tho guerilla
The convention will get under way the national committee tonight. Park- sugar making for nearly halftoday
(lly Morning Journal NiiwIh) Uswd Wire.)
"Houn' Dawg". Candidate for Democratic Standard Beartury necorCIng to testimony
warfare of the mountains with a provotes; Senator-eleCleveland, June 24. A new party
tomorrow with seven avowed presi- er received thirty-on- e
of
president
H. Cutler, vice
gram of disturbance calculated to from tho ground up Is the ItooBevelt
James, of Kentucky, received
candidates in the Held, no one
o
In
er; "Peerless' One" Gives Out Caustic Interview, Scoring dential
Company
the
Sugar
of them with nearly enough delegate twenty, and Senator O'Gorman, of the
keep the government actively on the prugram. After a series of discussions
government action to dissolve the
New York, two.
his lieutenants today before
Belmont-Murphy-RyCrowd Who Overwhelmed Cause Instructed or pledged to carry them
and give rebel leaders time with
defensive
sugar
trust.
leaving Chicago during which there
vote required to
Chairman Mack called the adnear the
concentrated
prepare
for another
When asked what Mr. Havemeyer to
journed cession of the national comwere several sharp clashes, Itoosevelt
nominate 728.
With Defeat Before.
wanting to buy movement when they shall be better decided to cut entirely away from tho
It has been expected by many polit- mittee to order a few minutes before gave as a reasonin forthe
war.
Utah-Idah- o
supplied with munitions of
party with which his whole public
ical observers that during the two 7 o'clock, the first order of business a half Interest
This is the status tonight of the revsome being further discussion of the sub Company, Mr. Cutler testified:
has been Identified.
convention
preceding
the
weeks
Wire.)
Special
(Br Moraine Journal
His decision was a disappointment
"The only thing I recall was when, olution headed by General Pascual
of the candidates might form a coal- committee's report of Judge Parker
'Baltimore. June 24. All hope of
he said: 'Myself and my forefathers Orosco and though at Bachimba, for to those who favored organisation of
ition, but no such thing had occurred for temporary chairman.
averting a fight from the fall of the
x
miles south of here, the rebel what might be an independent repubThe committee had adjourned In have been in the sugar buslnesg for a
and this fact, Mr. Bryan's friends degavel in the democratic national conclare, augurs well for him. Mr. Bryan the afternoon after Committeeman century. I believe the beetwugar busi- forces of 5,000 men are gathered pre lican party with which various
vention vanished tonight when the naand
might
will have his opportunity to speak be- Hall, of Nebraska, said the name of ness has come to stay and it Is right sumably ready to confront the ad
tional committee approved the selechave a part In Its devel- vanclng federal troops of General till maintain, It was hoped, a nominal
fore the convention toward its close W. J. Bryan would be submitted to that I should
tion of former Judge Alton B. Parker,
Huerta, In reality the last details of regularity.
and some of the presidential boomers the convention as a candidate for opment.' "
of New York, as temporary chairman,
Mr. Cutler testified that It was af- an elaborate retreat to Uie hills were
"There must be no compromise, no
here are plainly nervous as to the temporary chairman if the commitin defiance of the threat of William
ter Mr. Havemeyer conferred with K. decided upon today. Only a sham straddle," Colonel Hoosevelt said.
effect he might have. If he loses as tee ratified the selection of Parker.
J. Bryan to make an Issue of the alAs an Indication of his determinaChairman Mack and Mr. Hall, who H. Harrlman that the late railroad defense or slight resistance will be
temporary chairman, Mr. Bryan Is
leged conservatism of Judge Parker as
to build a road made to the federal advance. As few tion, he said that when he returned
slated by his state delegation for the had been appointed a peace commit- magnate agreed
opposed to the progresslveism which
men as possible will be In Bachimba to Oyster Bay he would communicate
committee on resolutions and prob tee to bring Parker and Bryan to- through the Utah beet sugar fields.
the distinguished Nebraskan declares
when the federals present their fron with a number of democrats whom ho
ably will be Its chairman. As such he, gether, reported the failure of their
should prevail.
tal attack. Probably less than S00 thought might wlHh to Join the new
would have a leading part in fram- efforts.
An effort was made by the national
troops will be In the rebel positions party. t
room
meeting
he
As
the
entered
present
Brywould
ing the platform and
committee today to placate Mr.
GET
firing the big guns and light arms,
SUFFRAGETTES
temporary
When lo left Chicago with the first
said
the
the
chairman
person
to the convention Just
It In
an, but a conference resulted In comwhile
the main forces are being retir-e- d plans comploled and his leaders scat
disposed
of
chairmanship
be
would
states
for
prior to calling the roll of
plete failure. Mr. Bryan would not
city
tf terlng to all' parts of the country.
in orderly fashion to the
first, indicating that the committee
presidential nominations.
recede from the position he hid taken
country
northwest
Chihuahua
and
the
Colonel Itoosevelt expressed himself i
ratify
would
selection
of
Parker
the
can
The seven avowed presidential
and tonight prepared to make his !
,
of
pleased with 1he outcome of conven-Ho- n
'
hoi.
majority.
large
by
a
FROM
dldates are Governor Wilson, of New
fight from the floor of the convention
W
I
i'ertaln
week. Hu al" be had a mass at
repott
Upon
praotlcally
of
that
of
failure
U
the
the
Missouri;
Jersey;, Speaker Clark, of
tomorrow to rally the progieasives m
bridge
between ItHChlmba and Chl letter and telegrams from democrats
of Ala- tho compromise committee In the aftRepresentative Underwood,
his standard In opposition to Judge
huahua will be blown up by the rebel and republicans offering support.
bama Governor Harmon, of Ohio; ernoon the majority of the national
'
Parker.
president,
by
to
and
,
stand
the Impression is general that
committee
The nomination for
If
determined
of
Baldwin,
Connecticut;
Governor
E NGLISH
Mr. Bryan announced today that
Genernl Oroxco , will go northwest Colonel Hoosevelt said tonight, was
Governor Burke, of North Dakota, the selection of the committee on arno other good progressive could be
-- m
along thn Mexican Northwestern rail- his for the asking on the day that
rangements.
f A4
and Governor Marshall, of Indiana,
prevailed upon to make the race, he
road to Cusas Gi amies and the Guer President Taft was nominated. H de
The vote then was tnken. Twenty-tw- o
Outside of these the men most
would enter the field himself as the
rero district where his men. most of clined to accept It, he suld, under the
NOIMfAN E. MACK.
progressive
democrats were
are
Mr. Bryan, Mayor
talked
of
opponent of Parker.
Chairman of the dcuKH-rutiOaynor, of New York, and Governor against the selection, twenty support- Mrs, Parkhurst and Nine Other them mountaineers, are familiar with terms offered.
The Nebraskan stood out today as liomil committee.
the hills and passes.
On his way bock to New York the
ing Mr. Bryan's champion, RepresentDix. of New York.
the dominant figure in the convention.
gave a glimpse Into the
Who
Refused Thut this program Is known to the
Mr. Brynn frequently during the ative James, of Kentucky, and two
"Martyrs,"
future, InAll contingencies
ago and which was in close and con- last few months has declared he was voting for Senator O'Gorman, who
federals Is drawn from the change In last day of the convention. U was a
cluding the nomination of a presiFood, Have Been Set Free the government's plan of attack, X plan to seise control of the convenwith crowd not a candidate, but it is difficult to had also been pronounced as a candidential candidate seemed to hinge tinuous
nominated Mr. Tall at Chicago.
small part of the federal column with tion at the last moment by a sudden
find a state delegation in which he is date for the temporary chairmanship
upon what he Bhould do. The impres- that,
From
Durance Vile,
"The predatory interests have no not discussed as a possibility.
most of t he artillery, will assault the move, overfirn the Taft majority and
One by the Bryan faction.
sion continued more marked that Mi". politics.
They are with the party that claim put forward by Mr. Bryan's
Bachimba positions, but the greatest make Itoosevelt the nominee. This Is
The selection of the national comBryan might bo the nominee.
serves them. Having enabled a minor- supporters Is thut with him In the mittee Is expected to result In a bit- (Hy Morning Journal
part of the government army Is now the story as he told It:
Mlr)
IbwiI
Some of his friends tonight declarrepublicans to override the field, there might ensue a coalition ter fight on the floor of the conven- Karly Saiurday morning a group ot
London, June 24. Mrs. Emmeline being thrown to the right and left
ed that he would be voted for in the ity of the
will of a majority of the republicans with disaffected republicans Interest- tlun and a struggle for supremacy Pankhurst, the militant suffragette wing of the rebels with the hope of delegates from southern stutes arrangconvention whether formally placed
y
dasliirg In behind Dachimha and pre- ed a private Interview with Colonel
between the Bryan democrats and
leader, wa released today from
yln nomination or not, and they ex- at Chicago, they are now here to en- ed In a third party movement.
of the democrats to
conservatives.
Up to this time the delegates have
Jail, owing to a breakdown of venting their northward retreat. Tho Hoosevelt. They told him they nan
pressed the belief thnt he would win able a minority
nomumuun.
the majority in this conven- given comparatively little thought to
committee- health as a result of the "hunger western flank movement Is not re come to orrcr mm in
When Urey Woodson,
If the voting went to a fourth or fifth override
tion.
presidency. The contest between man from Kentucky, voted for Park strike" Instituted by her and her lm- garded as formidable, but the one lo They had with them a list of the
the
ballot.
"There is not a groat exploiting in- Mr. Bryan and the national commit- er against James he explained that prisoned followers recently.
the east, according to rebel scouts, will known Itoosevelt delegate ana saiu
In furtherance of their hope of
that is not represented In the tee over temporary chairman has Kentucky did not wish to place James'
The other prisoners. Including Mrs. reach even as fur north as Aldama they were authorised to speak for a
nominating Mr. Bryan, some of his terest
on the Kansas City, Mexico A Orient block of Taft delegates who were to
lobbies of the hotels; there Is not a overshadowed everything else.
name before the committee.
Pethlck, are being forcibly fed.
friends. It is said, are bending their corrupting
American
in
railroad, a point fifteen miles north swing to Itoosevelt to avert a rupture
influence
Ewing,
been
from
sentenced
of
the
committeeman
Is
had
campaigning
Mrs.
Robert
principal
Pankhurst
coalition
in the
The
energies to prevent a
used
Is
the
and
being
not
a
east
politics
that
on
supporter,
of Chihuahua, where a Junction in ilia nartv. The number of these
are
Imprisonment
a
Wilson
copies
distributing
Louisiana
months
six
and
day
lo
of
of the
Clark and Wilson forces. The" a delegates to this convention under es
Colonel Roose"Houn' Dawg" song; hat bands placed James' name before the com- charge of conspiracy and inciting ma will be made with forces marching delegates, they assured
talking of Bryan and Wilson as
enough
to nominate
men
who
large
Amernear
was
intelligence
of
points
the
the
southward
is
velt
the
from
property.
titnate
to
suggestion
damage
licious
mittee.
possible ticket and the
him or any other candidate he might
them here if they think they can
Kdward V. Goltra, of Missouri, a
Including
Mrs. Pankhurst and Mrs. ican border.
receiving attention in many quarters. sent
go
and deceive thorn into believ
Campo,
Colonel name.
Oenerul Kmillo
Clark man, explained that he voted Ijiwrcnce, ten women hove been reIn the event Mr. Bryan should not ing back
r.
One condition was made. It was that
th.it they helped Mr. Parker from
fi,':4
jS
.
for James because he was supporting leased frim prison Mnce Saturday on Jose Alatorre and Captain Martin
he a candidate himself for temporary any
must accept the nomination from
motive.
he
worthy
many
to
by
Oetier.il
by
urg.i
was
recently
Imprisoned
111
might
taken
to
Clark.
This
forcible
he
said,
account of
health due
chairman, it was
f,
"The talk of harmony Is too absurd
for the
mean that the Bryan forces In the feeding. The fifty other suffragettes Orosco on a charge of Insubordina- the convention as then composed and
Senatcr Kern, of Indiana, expected
I
to
tried
not Insist upon the removal of th
to deserve consideration.
convention would receive some as- In prison are continuing the hunger tion, were released today from the seventy-eighplace. The leaders tonight
delegatui whom, ha
several
t
urging
by
harmony
secure
be
arThey
when
will
supporters
penitentiary'.
being
Chihuahua
are
majority
race.
Clark
from
sistance
strike, and the
Mr. Bryan to enter the
Invite
were
fraudulent.
contended,
committee
the
that
"go
campaign,
weeks
present
given
In
tomorchairmanship
to
hospltui.
fight
the
floor
Is
the
Many
taken
work
in
are
the
tificially
fed.
the
The contest over the
and Mr. Wilson, whose
Is being but probably will not have their old
row.
The delegates told him, he said, that
A petition to the oueen
!
looked forward to with trepidation Mr Clarkdelegates
nearly
constitute
their band would stand together on
The debate over the temporary signed, seeking to procure the libera- commands.
by some of the leaders and by tne
of the convention, to agree
chairmanship was
not prolonged. tion of the women. The governnii nl
the roll cail lor the pres'detitlal nominsupporters of several presidential upon
purposSsnr
a lmlldate for the
ee-, but that It would be hopeless for
Representative Talbot, h Maryland has promised ) liberate any who v.
fJKXKMAI.
FKIl:H.L
candidates.
only
falleH
avoiding rlclion. They r.ot
member, severely criticized Mr. Bryan undertake to refrain from mi 11 In n t
IV F.I PASel. the m to try to combine with tne
AltlllVIX
One of the moRt Interesting developU-f.to
take
refused
this,
thev
eneml Hoosetelt m'nortty to attempt 10 un
and declared the Nebraskan had as- luetics In the future.
Kl Paso, Tex.,
June 24.
ments looked for is the stand to be to dochoice ofbuteither
candidate and at
delegates.
sumed the roll of dictator to the
SanJInes, the new commander of the seat the seevnty-elgtaken by the Clark delegates. A large the
Mr.
forced
Mr. Murphy's dictation
Inidlcy llouc Bought by Ward.
democratic party,
Colonel Itoosevelt said he Informed
federal forces In Sonora converging on
number of those already have been Parker's
nomination.
London, June H. The Hon. John Juares and points along the Mexican these einlHsarle that if he should be
"I for one," said Mr. Talbot, "do
pledged to support the. choice of the
I shall dlse-uMr. Parker's fitness
not propose to submit to the dicta- Hubart Ward has purchased Dudley Northwestern railroad, arrived here nominated under these circumstances
national committee, whoever he might for the
Is
It
tomorrow.
position
one of the most tonight for a conference with Mexi- he would not accept the nomination.
House In Park
tion of thi man or any one else."
be. This actlcfn was regarded in the enough tonight to say that if he doe
n
Senator Newlanda, of Nevada, sit- noted London mansions. Mrs. John can Consul Llorente. SanJInes came He told them to go to the delegates
Mate delegations n distinctly an
Is
lacks
he
agent
he
whoso
ting in the committee with the proxy Ward Is the daughter of lh American from the ramp of General Huerta, the whom they represented and bring him
move. There has been a long not know
the Intelligence necessary for a pre.
of Committeeman Sunderland, de- ambassador, Whltclaw Reld.
rommander In chief, where plans for) ,e k a pledge signed by thirty delefriendship between Mr. Bryan and siding
know,
does
If
and
he
officer,
fended Mr. Bryan. The senator said
the northern campaign were carefully gates agreeing to combine' with the
Speaker Clark. The delegates to the
of
support
the
deserve
not
I
If he does
Quarantine Agalnxt 'or to Itlco.
Itoosevelt delegates and make the athe did not yield to the dictation of
drawn.
convention tonight are wondering
call
to
right
has
who
the
man
St. Thomas, I). W. I., June 14. The
any one man, but that he did not reThe arrival in Juares of more reiicl tempt to start all over again and untomorrow's battle will show a rup- any
hlmnpir a democrat
have troops and some light piece of ar- seat the seventy-eigcontested delegard Mr. Bryan as a dictator, but as strictest quarantine precaution
ture.
"I expect to present the name of
representative of progressive Deen taken against the Introduction of tillery la the basis for the Impression gate's.
the
It la a coincidence that Mr. Bryan
his
support
asirnA
to
and
i.rnrrrlnlrn
bubonic plague from Porto Rico.
The attempt failed.
Ideas advocated by the party.
that the Insnrrectos will not give up
JOHN I. MAItTIN
la arraying hUiiself against the only
claims before the convention. If I fail
K rgrani-at-arnColonel Itoosevelt said a considerof the- - democratic
The committee then took up delethe place without a fight.
man who has shared with him the to
my
fight
the
lead
to
man
a
find
were
gate contests.
able numlwr of signatures to th
presidential nomination of his party name will be presented as a candidate national convention at Baltimore.
pledge had been obtained but that !t
appointed to take up various contests,
ofm-:isince the democratic campaign of
irr
name,
stamped
temporary
with
chnirman.
candidates
the
for
Judge
ago.
hearing the
the largest
TO HFHF.I.". had proved Impossible to hold enough
sixteen years
AMITV
the
how
knowing
posters
manner
wav
of
of
no
banners,
all
and
have
"I
contests from Illinois headed by
Torreon, Mri., June 24. Oenerul In line to give his plan a chance to
Parker's comparatively wide margin convention stands, but the democrats contrivances.
'
.
Mayor Harrison, of Chicago.
Blanquet upon arrival at Naxaa. fifty ucced.
of success In the national committee, of
enough
for
apdone
everywhere
have
Good
seems
nation
nature
the
to
The chief point of Interest
If Mr. Bryan should not be tempomiles southwest of here today. Issued
it to 10, m taken by many of the
to Justify me In suffering defeat parent.
ItiMisevelfs sut porters today
Colonel
conall
amnesty
to
rary
proclamation
democratic
a
of
the
ef
leaders a an Indication of defeat for me
chairman
reIn their defense, fine
A constant stream of delegates and
was whether they would be able to
will tie chairman
Bryan. The latter friends declined to If necessary
who lay down their arms.
if
party Is enough In this coun friends ebbed and flowed through the vention he probably
with them the strength of the
He
on
put any such Interpretation upon the publican
resolutions.
committee
of
the
ourto
have following
Is reported
A battle
try, for whatever we may can
narrow confine of Bryan's rooms to will represent his state on that comwhich Colonel Hoosevelt
action of the committee.
ouroccurred In the hills near Jlmulco. heretofore has had In the republican
selves, if we cannot distinguish
give greeting or pass some word of mittee and his position In the party
Mr. Bryan said:
peobody
a
of
twenty mile south, between
party. Home said frankly the move- -'
Mr. (la.-fe- y selves from them In our actions,to our political moment with the Nebrasksn. Is such thnt the place will lie conceded
"I had expected it. Whenprotest
rebels snd volunteers under JosKometlmes Mr. Hran ame out Into to him by common consent. The genof ple will not pay much attention
ment was Inaugurated on the assumpwas seated aralnst the
governor
of
brother of the
room given over to the public and eral opinion Is he will prepare the
the
that since Colnm-- Hoosevelt had
tion
the democrats of Pennsylvania. I words."
delewith
were
routed
Coahulla. Th lebel
There was a cheer from the
of the party In a
held brief receptions, but more me tor portion of the platform. It is
been the
there
learned what I had expected, that a1 gate,
x
in
twenty-sikilled.
and visitors who swarmed
no in her of
state. It would
often he retired to an adjoining room saidf he now has much of It written,
majority of that committee either ha Mr. Bryan's
Nebrasrooms when the
long period
of time to confer but he Is reticent on the subject.
l
possible to bring these states in
for
no conception of democracy, or was
his statement.
IFXICA HI BFL RVS
line for the new party.
with his lieutenant.
so slavishly under the control of the kan concludedwas In conference
Delegates acre too much occupied
Mr. Bryan
Ills I'lXH'l F. MIT ni.TV.
No p'an has been decided upon by
"They are with us and mora com- today with the temporary chairmanpredatory Interest as not to be free
mapping
with his associates,
ing to Join In the fight," said Mr. ship to g:ve cIom attention to the resWashington. June 24 The eommls- - j which It would be possible to effect a
The reato follow their convictions.
th"
before
tomorrow's contest
Bryan, a a party of Minnesota dele- olution but so far a there was exthe Mexican rero-- i ' transfer of workable organlsatlona
sloner rpre-rttnsons Which they give are like all rea- out
convention.
gate came to tell him, late today, pression on the subject It Indicated
Issued today a from the republican party to the Hew
lutionary party
sons given in defense of wrong.
th.;
It
f
committer
That the n.iti.m.tl
t
wa ready fur any- harmony. Representative
denying that
some
formal
"Minnesota
that
of
They are Insincere end are not the potency
beInfluence,
Bryan's
Wr.
f
e'olonel Roosevelt wild he expecterl
thing you want."
who held up Americans at
reasons that really Influence them.
eastern state express apprehension
apparent early this afternoon
and
were prt of the reveilutlonerv some republlinn officeholder
To one delegate who remarked: that there rosy be an effort to force
The fight will he resumed tomorrow came
a
permit
to
was
taken
recee
to remain with
fore-- e
workers would
and Intimating they were
"Now is the tinie lor you to come into approval of the Initiative, referendum
at which time a progressive will be when a committee"
him.
call
to
uH.n
the old imttv. He believed, however,
your own," Mr. Bryan replied: Well. and retail and tf there la. It will be
volunteer.
raente4 for the convention M ai "peace
first move of this committee was I have !
Orose-o- ,
come Into my own opposed. Mr. Bryan, however, ha
he aava. Is to be tried hy a thst he would hve the support of th
I ltl 1 T. m IKUH.
for and the line will be drawn so thai Thebring
Bryan
Mr.
Jud-jand
Parker
and Indicated the opinion that these perwhen they accept my pollc-to- s
th delegates can deride whether thry to
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However, Result As Expressed
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Supreme Court of District of
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and Secretary MorMonths,
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Mr. Hitchcock oppesed the motion what must be charged to show a
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"I don't suppose you have time to and in explanation of his motion sa'Kl pront on purchase in primary marrison Six Months,
Prices: 50c, 75c, $1
state."
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complete vote
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f W. J. Hr). waa first president of delegate from
the Philippines
TO OUR BAKERY
cide at a local hotel today by shooting
lyonevlew. Texas. June 14
A ban-l- it the organisation.
seated (n spite of a contest.
himself.
n.ade hl way Into the mall car of
Six follower of Bdwla A. Newman
a train on th International and Oret
Telling him that he will find Northern
were
Instructed
for Clark
seated
railroad today, revered
RIJl Si: TO Tl-K- .
two contesting delegationa.
clerks with his gun, carefully
Kiltlmore. June 14. All effort"
the "Best of Everything" three
The
contest
against
the unit rule rn
Seleeted vine mall pouch out of
to ascertain the presidential choice of
I'll-was put ever
tit weversl. kicked it frcaw the Individual
delegates the Ohio
Maasachnsett
We ae On Bsitil DaUars Bewmtal foe amy
in the Bakery Line here. car and then alighted while the were fctl t Klay. U is aald a majori- until tomorrow.
mt atari
that caaaM to car a Haji a
423 North
Street
ty will favor Coventor Foes n the
train continued at fall speed.
Catarrk iwre.
mexgy co
o.
r.
i.
The holdap occurred Beer Port Bol- first laillot.
THE CITIZEN IS RELIABLE
!:plilon
rnenwiitlc' at tiara.
a ratal t.
ivar. What was tn the pouch ia not
The Hsgue. June 24. The Panama ' -We.t r rto
far tW Uat IS rra. Sk hraea ktw
t nown spiwrently. except to the rob- BIIVAX WI
Pielfl- - exposition commlsalorers were prrfftlr aMitk to all taMaraa traiwttaM
Vrlt
and
aaaUlly abai tm
ber. A pneee I after him.
M
7 aa ear aSllgaliiaa
SKXATleK IIITCMOKTv. entertained at luncheon by Jonkheer
SO IS THE INFORMATION.
June 14. Mr. Bryar. flenek d Mirre Vnfwinderea. the
HAT. BASK
r COMMIT
rw Vara I tanker Killed tr AaWv
1
and Pnlled ytaiw fVnatnr llitchcoak forelra minister. Fever! other cabiALCU3UERQUE, fEW UEXICO,
New
14.
In
an
automoTork.
June
d
ajrtta
rruan
I aalW
lajtea
Cvea
Haifa
la
ratarra
In
a
sword
of
the
as
net
preeent
well
PIONEER BAKERY,
r
minister
aaa)
rHe
bile tnlllstoa tonight. Alfred IJneoen atate deleeaitoa toaiaht.
ftrartl
iaa ajfi n
Scrp!j3, SI C0.CC3
4r. Bryan Uovd Rree. t'rlted tat" mlfirter the
rmmt frae.
ayeteaj
fTM S)
Tnsmlala
HVIigman. a retired banker and brothdrew the first blood.
T kattka.
SX4 a
tn the Netherlands and a number of sea
saaW.
Ir
er of Isaac N. Religman. was killed.
ALLOTTED 03 SAYi"3S CEFCCTTO
Tale
Th inrid.nt grew oat of the f'.gb! lead'ng commercial men.
rau ruis fa aaaaMaart ,
In cases In which the republican
titn organization a a whole are
against him. It is his plan to Ret ui
new machinery and complete state
and national ticket. It la hi opinion
thai wherever public sentiment. Is in
hla favor It will be merely a proposition to detail how hia supporters are
in carry oat a plan of expressing
themselves at the prill.
With tb announcement by Gover
nor Johnson, of California, of the
on organisation the move,
ment aamumed definite ahap and tt
waa aald that In several states the
leader had begun work. Oovernor
Johnson aald the national convention
would he held late In July or early In
Ant uat. The plane baa not been select
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for future' entertainment by pausing
measures boosting the game. Tha legislators are making of New Mexico a
mccca for boxers and the men, f the
profession ara beginning to understand this fact."
'Tho time Is hcA mng between now
and lio next session of the legislature. Then If prlxe fights are considered desirable
of the
can pass a bill that may make
ruch exhibitions possible after thai
legls-lutur-

two-thir-

FIGHT TO TAKE,
ball, the former having the
support.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

Score:
Lincoln

National LeaffM.
,
Won Loat
New York

Chicago

.........44
SO

...81

Pittsburgh

Si

Cincinnati

Philadelphia
Louis
Brooklyn

fit.

13oston

,

.............

21
25
21

.18

-

n.

-

.

000

H. E.

It

23
24
27
29
37
32
41

'

41
36
36
33
27
29
17

Poston
Chicago
Washington

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Detroit
New York
St. Louis

fit. Joseph
Sioux City

..16

Lost
19
25
26
24
80
33
87
41

Western Iengne.
Won Lost

Denver . . .
Des Molncg
Omaha
Wichita
Lincoln
Topeka

.88

.. ... . ..33

33
31

32
31
24

25
28
30
29
30
33
84
36

.

Batteries: White and Cadman; Itol
.516 inson and Arbogast.
.484
.411
.390

Wbliila 4; Denver 3.
Wichita, June 24. Spahr's bad
throw of Mee's bunt allowed two of
the locals to score In the second and
lost Denver the game. Coffey's horn
run with two on bases, gave the visit
ors their only runs.

FIGHT AT JUAREZ
TO CLAIM BELT

)

-

'

i'

'

THEATER

fRIDAY,

.

TO CUBA AND BACK

JUNE 28,

Ve-ga-

Tho message, came by telephone,
Mayor Tnupert, to whom it was addressed repeating It to two stenographers, who transcribed it on typewriters, containing trmiiy carbons.

A short time after
the governor
hung up tho receiver at the Sunta Fe
end of the line, copies of his messag?
were posted up In various parts of the
city and crowds gathered around to
read them and exchange congrautla
tlons. The leading business men of the
city are financially Interested In the
fight to the extent of $10,000, which
would have been forfeited if the bout
had been prohibited.

BERNALILLO REDS
DEFEAT CERRILL0S
(By Morning Jimrnl Sitei'litl tinned Wire.)
Santa Fe, N. M., Juno 24. There
BROWNS 6 TO
will be no Interference with the

1

pro-POF-

Johnson-Flyn-

CLARENCE LOVERN
DRIVES AUTOMOBILE

i:H

(Sporlnl rornwnoiMtntre

.l rami,

j ex.,

In MnrnM

june zi.

n

is

g

.

Capping tho feat performed some
time ago, of driving an automobile to
Jemez and returning within one day,
Clarence Lovern, a local chauffeur,
returned Monday from Cuba, In Sandoval county, In six iiours and twenty-five
minutes. The distance is about
ninety miles, and some of It Is over
the roughest sort of country. Lovern
made the trip out Wednesday, leav
o'clock, taking an hour
Ing here at
for dinner and arriving at Cuba at
Better tlm
o'clock that evening.
was made on tho return because h
knew the road.
The route taken was north to Ala
meda, where the river was crossed
up the rlvor over the sand to a point
near Bernalillo, and then along the
regular wagon road usually followed
The return trip was made tho sam
way.
Returning, he left Cuba at 8:15 I
the morning, took an hour for din
ner, and arrived here at twenty mln
utes to 4 o'cluck.

Jnunu.ll
win

me

8:30 P. M.

match
ner of the
on June 80th will bo matched to
middleweight
fight the best of the
championship claimants And the win
ner will claim the middleweight
championship of the United States
Tommy Ryan said yesterday that
purse of 15,000 will be arranged for
the event.
Morrow, who has met some of the
best fighters in his class In the country, has about as much right to claim
the title as any middleweight In the
country. Possibly the four best known
at this time are Eddie McGoorty,
Frank Klaus, Hob Mohn and Jack
Dillon. These four have scrapped
around among themselves and with
other well known mlddlewetghts and
each claims the title. Should Her
rick or Morrow win from any of the
four ho would certainly have the
right to claim the middleweight
SANTA ROSA HAS
crown.
"One of the best middleweight batDOUBLE SENSATION
tles that has been staged In a long
time," Is the way Tommy Ryan sums
ALL IN ONE DA
up the Herriek-Morrofight. Ho Is
naturally partlnl to his man nnd he
makes no secret of the fact that he ISuertnl Cnrrcononffenr to Moraine Journal
A jun
expects to put Howard Morrow on
Mantu Kosa, IS. M.AJunu
occurred
the middleweight championship prd break and an eloper-ren- t
cstal before he Is through with him. the sunt" hour of tie night In Hanta
caused a do
He Is giving his boy the elosest kind Hobii. This
ride for noth
of training and ho is working to' win. puty sheriff a
Both the boys are now In training. Ing. He mistook the trail of the car
Herrick has a bunch of good sparring rlage of tho fleeing couple for that of
partners to work out with. ' Among tho escaped prisoners and followed
the bunch 'is Young Conoley, who will It for five miles out of town and bank
appear In one of the preliminaries. again before he discovered his mis.
Harry Ullinore; Jr., his manager, Is take.
Three prisoners, William lllel, I'll
expected to arrive In the city tomor
row and will takq personal charge of mer Beasley, and Cosine Kamora, con
fined In tho county Jail hero for as
. "v.
the camp.
sault with deadly weapons on Con
Howard Morrow la training at the stable Carson In Vaughn, all escaped
KMy club In Junres and has, among
It Is reported that tho Jail door was
others, Harry Wills, the . big black, left open. Up to the present time
for a partner. ITe had a great work- none have been recaptured.
There
out yesterday. Both boys are Attract- wer j three other prisoners in Jail but
ing lota of attention and there were they did not care to go.
crowds at each of the camps yesterGuy Doty and Miss Katie iioarsiey
day when the principals mixed It with wore married by Reverend Whiting,
(heir sparring partners. They are The wedding was u. complete surprise
both In full swing, with a regular pro- to all except a few Intimate friends
gram of road work, shadow boxing, of the bride and groom. None were
rope skipping prid Rpa'rrTifgJ "Jr" '
morr surprised than tho family of the
Tha referee for the boiit""has hot bride.. Guy Doty Is a nephew of Mrs
yet. been decided on, but will pfcib-abl- y ft, H. Drown. Ho is In the employ
be Lew Gasser. , Ryan will hold of tho Charles Ilfeld Company in
a conference with Gasser and the de- Hanta Rosa. MIsa.Kiitlo Hoarsley I"
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W
cision will then be made. It Is Important that a 4iian who knows the Hoarsley, of Los Tanos, and sinve
game hand down the decisions as the leav In if school as a studi-n- t has been
match will be one of tho middle- teaching In Guadalupe county. The
newly wedded couple were driven to
weight events of the year.
llnladn bv a friend and left on tne
passenger for Kl Paso nnd
other points.
iHerrlrk-Morro-

-

prize fight for
the world's heavyweight champion
The Dernalillo Reds, of Hernallllo,
Vegas,
on July 4th, by
ship at Las
added
another victory to their string
Governor W. C. McDonald, providing by defeating
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
Cerrlllos Iirowns 6 to
the county and city authorities "en 1 at Ccrlllna tho
Sunday.
on
force strictly the state laws." Thes.
National Learne.
The game was fast from start to
laws relate chiefly to tho suppression
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Score:
finish nnd camo near being a shut out
R. H. E, of public gambling.
Pittsburgh at 8t. Louis.
003 000 000 3 5
Denver
lor
the Heds, as the one run made by
Brooklyn at Boston.
This was made plain In a formal
4 10
020 200 00
Wichita
Cerrlllos was on an error. The fine
Philadelphia at New York.
hy Governor McDonIssued
statoincnt
Batteries: Schreiber and Spahr,
Montoya, pitcher
ald at 9:15 o'clock tonight. But should work of Geronlmo heavy hitting
Block; Aldermap and demons. .
of
American lveairne.
civil authorities fail to enforce the of the Reds and the
the
Reds when hits counted was the cause
New York at Philadelphia.
Intoler
"conditions
laws
and
should
Boston at Washington.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
able to lawabidlng citizens arise," the of tho downfall of the Browns.
R.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Score:
governor declares that "all the power
010 0U0 000 1
Detroit at Cleveland.
that possibly can be brought Into Browns .
At Kansas City Kansas City
100 S02 000
use will be directed to destroy the evil Reds
Minneapolis 3.
...
Western League.
upon the gathervice
and
At
7;
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
attendant
Sioux City at Omaha.
ing."
KLAUS WINS FROM
Paul 13.
Lincoln at Topeka.
At Toledo Toledo 6; Louisville 7.
The governor's statemont, which Is
Denver at Wlehita.
GEORGE CARPENTIER
Indianapolis 3 lengthy, reads in full as follows:
At Indianapolis
Des Moines at St. Joseph.
As early as the 9th of February, at
Columbus 7. (Thirteen innings.)
IN 18TH ON FLUKE
reception tendered to me by the
NATIONAL LEAGUE
citizens of Las Vegas, I expressed mv
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
opposition to the then rumored Johnson-Dieppe. France, June S4. Kleorge
Flynn
fight. The public press S.
Boston 9; Brooklyn 4.
Carpentler,
the middleweight
1;
At
Mobile
New
Mobile
Orleans
to
quoted me. correctly in the main as
Boston, June 24. Uood hitting and
champion of France and England and
5.
my stated opinion.
Hess' fln pitching, offset the locals
Frank Klaus, the Pittsburgh middleMontgomery
At Montgomery
9;
March 11th begun tho first session weight, met in a
wretched fielding, llouser and Hummatch here
Birmingham
16.
of the New Mexico state legislature. today. Carpentler was disqualified in
mel! made homo runs.
Atlanta-Memphgame
InAt
Atlanta
were
Shortly after that two bills
n. H. E. postponed;
Score:
the eighteenth round.
rain.
7
9 12
troduced; one legalizing prize fighting,
000 106 20
Boston
Both used rough tactics and Klaus
Nashvllle-Chattano- o
At
Nashville
former
Brooklyn .... 002 001 0104 6 2
the other forbidding. The
worked his elbows Into the French
ga
gama
postponed;
rain.
Ying-linwere
smoth man's face and body; In the clinches.
passed the house. Both
Batteries: Hess and Itarlden;
ered In the senate committee.
hits Titus,
and Miller. Two-bas- e
In the nineteenth Carpentle's man
May,
Dau-berthe attor ager, believing that Klaus had struck
t.
On the 11th day of
hit
Daubert, Klrke. Three-bas- e
Mexico,
law
tho
Home runs llouser and Hum- TWO MINOR BOUTS ney general of New
the Frenchman a foul blow on the
officer of the state, gave an opinion chin with his elbow, Jumped into the
mell. Struck out Hess 6; Yingllng 1.
Miguel
of
attorney
San
to the district
ring and threw up" tho sponge.
county, bearing directly on the above
Cincinnati 1: C'lilcngo O.
Carpentler protested that ho was
the
used
he
mentioned fight, wherein
Cincinnati, Juno 24. Cincinnati
able to flnlsh, but because of the InN
were
there
following language: "If
won the first game of the series from
terference of his manager, the referee
no statutory definition, whatever, or disqualified Carpentler.
Chicago. Fromme had a shade the
tnern
affray,
what constitutes an
best of a pitchers' battle with Reul
.
wniiM tm morn room to contend that
bach. A baso on balls, a sacrifice and
EMPLOYES
SANTA
FE
ne
a
violafight
would
a hit netted the score.
the proposed
CONTEST FRIDAY tion
n. H. E.
of law, than there Is In the pres- Score:
BE
PERMITTED
WON'T
one nf snrh a statute as the one
Chicago
000 000 000 0 6 1
legislature
hav
1
5
2
quoted,
the
00
but
TO ATTEND FIGHT
above
Cincinnati ... 000 010
ing given this statutory definition, n
Batteries: Keulbach, Lavender and
RYAN SAYS
ex
is
Two-basany
e
other
that
hold
Archer; Kromme and McLean.
Director Mark Levy, of New must be
Kansas City, Mo., June 24. Officluded.
hit Bescher. Struck out
Mexico Athletic Club, Pro
"if nubile sentiment Is opposed to cials and employes of the Atchison,
Promme 5; Reulbach 1.
the remedy must be Topeka & Santa Fe will not attend
these
poses to Give Local Fans All devisedexhibitions
by the people through their the Johnson-Flyn- n
prize fight at Las
FLYNN WILL NO T
TicMt York 11; Philadelphia 5.
representatives In the legislature by Vegas, N. M. Of course, there will be
New York. June 24. New York
Boxing Exhibition.
Star
unmlstakabl
and
way
Chalthere
agents
passenger
of
distinct
Philadelphia.
trainmen
and
easily defeated
statutory prohibition."
to handle the crowds, but they will
mers was knocked out of the box In
a
May.
sent
I
28th
On
dav
of
tho
fight
go
and no employes
to the
not
the fifth. Tesrcau was invincible after
Determined to give the Albuquer
LAST LONG
neclal messago to the legislature, r
or
officials
of the road will take a day
the first.
boxing exhibition
que fans an
ana
soma
to
tako
It
big
tight.
go
ouestinir
,
E.
R.
H.
to the
Score:
off and
of tha
night. Director
5
4 on Friday
5
Philadelphia. 300 010 001
An "unofficial" order from K. P.
club, yeBterdny Insert ns follows:
the
2 New Mexico Athletic
that
however,
me,
11 16
to
Now York .. 101 240 21
seems
Ripley, president of the company, has
It
that he had arranged for lrftimst.ince
now dem:md that some caused the changing of plans of hun
Brennan. announced
Chalmers,
Batteries:
main
precede
the
to
two
Postoffice Depart
bouts
minor
be taken Immediately to the dreds of employes for celebrating July Declares
Moore and Dooln; Tesrcau and Wilson. contest of
the evening between Stanley action
New Mexico 4th. The word has gone forth thit
of
citizens
e
tho
that
end
hits Luderus, Shafer 2; (Kid) Yoakum
ment Should Stop Sending of
and Louis Newman,
understand what the legislative
high offDoyle, Becker 2: Dooian. Btruck out
which is scheduled for twenty rounds. mm renresents In regard to tho sub Mr. Ripley and many of the
"Hop" On Fight Through
prize
hnW
to
Tcsreau S; Chalmers 2; Brennan 2.
opposed
are
icials of the road
The first of these preliminaries will ject herein mentioned. 1, myself, real fighting. While not one of the officials
San
of
Quigley,
United States Mails.
be between Jimmy
izing to the full extent the onngauon In Topeka would talk about the mat
St. Loul 4; IMttHburgh 3.
and the Cheyenne Kid, of
mv oath, and my responsioimy u ter, every one admitted
they
St Louis, June 24. Geyer was ef- Francisco,
that
fective after the first Inning, while this city, and will be for six rounds.
ho people of New Mexico, do not knew of Mr. Ripley's view and thdt
F,I Paso Times.)
timely Quigley appeared for the first time esitate to recommend that ucn ac tho employes generally would respect
his teammates hit Robinson
Johnson-Flyn- n
fight?
before a local audience at the last tum be taken as will sumiy previ-Good
"The
and St. Louis won.
fight.
go
to the
them and not
R. H. E. card, going on for a limited number this prize fight, and so r us possl- Score:
employes had arranged night! '1 hut Iaw Vegas thing Is the
Numerous
Ills
Robinson.
0
8
3
of rounds with Barber
Pittsburgh ... 300 000 000
piece of work that has'been
le, forever forbid any suen coniem
business trips for I.a Vegas for next coarsest
8
4
Wit
2 tfy-othe Cheyenne Kid, who belnir held on Now Mexico son.
St. Louis
000 810 00
put over on the public In years."
these
postponed
have
all
but
month,
boxers
any
local
good
as
of the
Batteries: Robinson and Gibson: s as
That's whut Tommy Ityan, ",
Neither house took any iunner
trios until after July 4th. No ord.T
hits at his weight, and who always puts tion than already mentioned.
Geyer ami I lakes. Bliss. Two-bas- e
middleweight pugilist of
the
not
attend
men
must
the
thai
out
to
find
is
exhibition,
ana
classy
up
a
Miller, Konctchy, Oakes, Wagner.
Th fiuht nromotors, backed
or will be Issued, but the I'nlted Slates which means the
fight
been
has
whli-olaFs
Three-bas- o
Is
the
of
ncnurnged by a few citizens, who the men will not be there.
hit Edlngton. Struck out whether
world as far as the biff game goe- she claims to be In the squared circle.
Robinson 1; Geyer 1.
seem to consider that they were
has to say alxiut the Fourth of July
keptste'iJ-llbetween
be
will
The
Ryan blew Into
mix at Las Vegas.
the reach of the law,
slinwn up Ht.
Vrw
Cornell
1
believe,
thin
Kddle Fltsaerald. a featherweight, of
on, presuming, as
Pnughkeepsle, N. Y.. June 24. Th town yesterday morning with his
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Omaha, and a brother of Jack fiia- - there waii no law to stop them. Were
Cornell 'varsity crew continues to row protege, Howard Morrow.
gerald, tho middleweight. The former they Justified In that nellon ine
"How long will the tight lust? If
In top form In preparation for the re
be
here
Vegas
will
were
Pliilatlr.'phla S; New York 1.
Tin
and
Las
now
they
at
is
general raid
and Johnson does any kind of lighting at
Philadelphia, June 24 Bender
tomorrow. Fitxgerald will go on with legifclature Maid that there would be gatta Saturday and th? Columbia
Syracuse crews ftlll make a favorable all. he will put Flynn out of tho
Kord and Philadelphia defeat- the Congo Kid, who disposed of Jim- no more law on the subject.
game In eight rounds be liberal
mpresslon.
situed New York.
my Donovan, of Ban Francisco, so
the
Does
Tha question now l:
the outside. I'm not
The Stanford crew had a time trial give him ten atfight,
R. H, E.
Score:
In their recent meeting here. ation justify extraordinary exere'se of
I'm Just saying
upstream with Watklns. panning this
evening
this
New York .... 001 000 000 1 t 2 The Omahii boy Is touted as a fighter
t;u
of
executive
They
the power of the chief
No. 4. out of the boat for a rest. Cap-tai- straight what I think of IU
8 2
3
recPhiladelphia.. 010 010 01
a
has
and
he
class
considerable
of
,tat'T
declared premature the are sending out a grade of hop frome
Seaward
Batteries: Ford and Sweeney; Tien-de- ord that would Indicate he Is some
Involved
questions
ThcM are several
report that Dr. Beet would coach the the Flynn headquarters that the
hits
and Thomas. Two-bas- e
good boy. This bcut will be for ten In reaching a proper answer. The
department ought to stop In
crew the rest of the training
Stanford
Kord. Collins. Oldrlng. Home run
of
authorities
local
rounds.
chief Is: Will the
the malls. Take that report that
season.
Mclnnes. Struck out Ford 2; Bender
county,
an.!
Miguel
San
preliminaries,
Vegas
and
.
Las
With these two
Flynn Is five feet ten and one-ha7.
the laws of the state now on
KaU-rthe main bout of the evening. Friday
Tci.nl Cliamplnn
Inches tall. It'a all bunk. He la five
day
a
books?
letter
be
red
night promises to
the statute
Pittsburgh, Jur.e 24 In the t..nrnn- feet nine Inches and not a hair
.
I loot on 3; Washington
If they do this, there will be no
In local boxing circles and a capacity
tt pnt for the national clay court ter.n's taller.
Boston
Washington. June 24.
milllln
fighters.
me
the
with
greet
the
from
Win
house Is expected to
this aftern'-on- .
"There has been a lot of rot pubuna championship
drove Pelty lrom the box and defeatAngrb-s- ,
Is not lagging In the return or otherwise. Hhoiild they fail
Interest
Mace,
defeiteil liV lished to the effect that I am sore;
Los
of
ed Washington.
Sensational plas match between Yoakum and Newman. conditions dangerous to the welfare jf William A. McKllroy, wis
Jr.. chnmpb.n the wsy Curley put It. It's the 'fox
ere made by Hooper, McBride and Both boys are training as If the bout tha state as expressed In Its laws o
of western Penylvanla,
snd grapes' act. Thnt's all wrong on
Milan.
was to be for the world's champion- Intolerable to the lawabldlng cltUene
tha face nf It. I could have stayed
R. H. E. ship and each realises that decisive of San Miguel county occur, then all
Score:
1
on there Just ss long as t wanted to
3
Boston
Int
008 002 1
be
possibly
can
"ham
power
the
to
relegation
that
means
tha
defeat
stay. Hut I wasn't going to get mixed
Washington .. 000 100 000 1
MAVtm to KNron.ru
voked by the executive branch of our
and egg" class for them. Newman
up In anything like thst sort of a
Batteries: Eediont and Csrrlasn;
govtmment, will lie used to supup to his excellent
XO l.KKWAV TO KAN.
to
tat
live
deal. I could have made good money
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weight division.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
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watched
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(JOVKKXOH-NOTK. If Either Morrow or Herrick
La Vegas, N. M., June 24.
News thut Governor McDonald would
Comes Out Victor Next Sunnot Intervene to stop the Flynn.
day in Twenty Round Bout
Johnson, match, waa received with
enthusiasm by the people of Las
He'll Claim Championship.
-

ICast

.630
Chief Executive Issues Formal
Des Moines 13; St. .losi'pli 5.
,420
fit. Joseph, June 24. Belden's home
.403 run
Statement in Which He Out
and two doubles scored five of
.39
Des Moines' thirteen runs, as many as
lines His Position On Pro
.317
the locals' total.
posed Contest.
Score:
h. E.
ues Moines .. 010 425 001 13 11
Pot St.
Joseph ... 002 000 120
6 11
.683
Batteries: Rogge and McGraw HE RESERVES RIGHT TO
.580
.681 Freeman. Hersche, T. Johnson an
STOP IT IF NECESSARY
.679 Gossett, Castlo.
.474
Sioux City 5; Omaha 1.
.468
Omaha, June 24 Sioux City bunch Should
.315
Intolerable Conditions
.281 ed hits in the fourth, fifth and sixth
scoring five runs, easily defeating the
Arise He Will Exert Every
locals. Omaha s seven hits were scat
Power at His Command to
Tot. tered.
.603
Score:
R. H. E,
Prevent Battle.
.641 Sioux City ... 000 118 000 5 10
010 000 0001 7
.524 Omaha
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PLACE AT VEGAS

r,

Won

WINNER

tha fight waa going to be a bum one.
Just as all the straight sport writers a
have seen all along. When Flynn got
cleaned who would get the blame?
Not Curley, not a bit of It. I would
be blamed for the whole thing, and
I wasn't going to stay with a proposition ilka that when I saw that
flynn never even had a show."'
Ryan says that his man Morrow Is
already in fin condition and that he
thinks the fight In Juarec June SOth,
will be a great one,

time.

better

010 000
1
2
Pcu Topeka
1
loo 000 0012
.800
Hatteries: Hagerman and Carney;
.566 Hornsby
and Chapman.
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Three Classy Bouts
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STANLEY

YOAKUM
Of
t
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UNION COUNTY'S TAX
VALUATION IN EXCESS
.

DENVER

and

.

TOP

4

DALLAS

Newmann and Yoakum
went 20 innings to a tie
recently. Each is determined to win the battle.
It's the ash heap for the
one or the other of the boys

OF THREE MILLIONS

"1

1

A

(Spwlnl Corrennonrtrnre to Morning Journal 1

Clayton, M.
June ji.
inir to the schedule of Assessor Ahran
Garcia. Just (lied with tho board of
emintv commissioners for revision
nnd correction. Union county's as
sessed valuation this year Is $3,125.-lilO- .
This Is 1300,000 greator than
the assessed valuation of the county
for lust vear and Is a gratifying show
ing since It reflects the. prosperity of
this county.
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Between

Wind-U- p

I The Congo Kid
AND

1

r
End.
Cuban Rebellion
IIavan.1. June 24. Colonel Pledra,
who recently took a battalion of 450
olunteem from Havana to Orlento,
has returned with most of his com
today that tho In
m.inil. lie
surgents have In the field rfbntit 2,0imi
Into
small bodies.
men. divided
Colonel Plodra sold the uprising would
end In fifteen days.

Young Fitzgerald

Ni-a-

The Congo Kid fought a
draw with Boer Unholz,
Fitzgerald is a brother of
Jack Fitzgerald.

1
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Copper Ave.
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National Foundry
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Machine Company
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IIMARK LEVY, Director
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ADMISSION

General Foundry Work,
Iron and Brass Castings.
BABBITT METAL
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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i
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$1.50, $2:00
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Missouri Pacific
Nat'l Rys. of Mexico 2nd pfd.. t0
117
New York Central
New York. Ontario
West'n.. H
II J
Norfolk
Western

Responsible for Depression of Pacific Mall
Pennsylvania
Wall Street Markets.
People s Gas

1

No. 2.

1

southern and No.
f 15.50 016.75.

17, 18s,

78,

2s,

WEEK

Coiut2patiofi,if Neglected,
BUSY Causes Serious Qnew
Constipation, if neglected, leads

.

15.60;

15.00

southern

1

POlVELt r CLAYTON VAST DEVELOPMENT PAST
PflDTEM

HEAD OF

COMMITTEE

I aii Ion Metal Market.
Copper
Firmer.

London. June 25.
Spot 77, Ss: futures
Lead

13
123
1 1

$7.087.1.

25, 1912.

OF STATE GOOD
ROADS SYSTEM

0

Ifl REALTY

to almost innumerable complies,
tiont affecting the general health'
many

J Vi

Pittsburg. C. C. A Ht. Louis ... 107
21
Pittsburg Coal
Win.)
ftpertal
leased
3t
(flf Mania Annual
Pressed Hteel Car
158 H
New York. June 24. The narrow Pullman Palace Car
25 H
movement of today's stock marhrt re- Railway Steel Spring
Reading
and
prevailing
here
condition
flected
Republic Ktecl
244
broad. There were of a political and
do pfd ,.
14
industrial character and were suffi- Rock Island Co
60 '
do pfd
cient In themaelvea lo excite tempo29
pfd
rary depression- - There also was aorne Kt. Louis ft Han Fran. 2nd ....
2214
Southwestern
uncertainty respecting the progress of ft. Louis
7
do pfd
the crop, but fundamental condition!
64
110
Southern Pacific:
i
,i.k, i ...I Southern
27
Railway
11.008.000 In gold bars ostensibly for
7V
do pfd
export to Paris, but there U a belief
42 H
the metal will find its way to Uer-li- Tennessee Coper

TRANSACTIONS

bowels. Regard-th- e
effects of

d.

constipation, C.
E. Ayers, 6 SabiB"

St.,

Montpelier,

Vt, ays:
"I was

with

years, and at time

and

afflict

constipatio.

biliousness ttm
became so bad

would become unconscious. I have be!,'
found in that condition many tlmaa.'
Physicians did not seem to be able te
do me any good. I would becotn
weak and for days at a tim could do
no work. Not long ago I got a bog

New York Cotton.

(By Merahig Jmtrmal Speetal Vmtut Whw.t (gpeelal rMTMpoadeaee tm lfofatog Jmraall
The week just past ha been an un.
cnicago, ill., june
isew vork, June 24. Kemarkalile usually busy one in local realty cirnational
commit
Clayton,
republican
closed!
as
ha
been
the development of the cles, as evidenced by the large numNew York, June 24. Cotton
teeman from Arkansas, was made Idea of state roads during the past ber of deeds and trust deeds recorded,
' jw.hi
sieauy, net umiiunKc-Miles' Laxative Tablets, ana
temporary chairman of the new re- lew years, the new state roads system Following is a resume of the week's of Dr.using
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them found I had never
after
Pennsylvania surpasses any other transactions:
publican national committee, when of
anything
that acted In such a
tried
yet
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even excepting that of
signed,
not
ses
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executive
body
that
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mild and effective manner. I belisr
M. Moore, special master, to
California, which is spending 318,000,
John
St. Louis Wool.
If.
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Alva
today
sion
In the
uno on a state road system.
Secundina Selva. master's deed, June I have at last found the remedy that
was mad
H. Martin, of Virginia,
By "state roads" Is meant those 15th, homestead grant No. 172S, 37 suits my cas."
St. Louis. June 24. Wool Market temporary secretary.
'through routes" or "truna lines, varas in Bernalillo county, piece in
Thousands of people are sufferers
steady. Territory and western me
which are designed to carry a trame precinct 7, piece in town of Carnuel, from habitual constipation and
A surprise was ihe absence of Will
fine mediums. 1S& lam Allen White, of Kansas, from th in which the Importance of the and a Diece containing 88 varas ad
diums.
while possibly realizing something
thiough travel exceeds that of the joining other parcels herein described, of the danger of this condition, ytt
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committee meeting and the presence local
requirements;
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so
people
the
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neglect too long to employ proper,
of F. B. Stanley, of Kansas, in his of
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the commonwealth, instead of the
curative measures until serious illplace. It was explained that Com people
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of
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17,
in
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pay
community,
a
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ness often result. The advice of
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11 physician
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accordingly,
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of this week. But five more day are allotted lo this carnival of
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we welcome them.
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Kingte.
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BABY BUGGIES
low never had to run a lawn mower.
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CUT GLASS
Pedro E. Lucero, Dolores Leal. J. W. cal Comedy Co.
Boston Transcript.
Governar Hadley waa Ihe only "
Maupln, Leonoldo Martlnes, Thomas
Maddox, Frederico Miera. Jr., Joee
The Alaska volcanoes, after hearing who left the Chicago convention 'In
Garcia y Molina. George Merwln, Joe from Chicago, gave up the unequal
bigger reputation than he tool
AND MANY OTHER ARTICLES
Miller. J. N. Mullen. J. J. McDonough.
contest.
there.
Mcffenry.
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Martin W. McLean.
Relieves CA T A R R H of; Edwin
F. Neblln'.
Fermln Ochaa.
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S1S-SI- 3
J. 8. Patterson. R. N. Roberts. M. O.
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Wr-- 4
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;;l
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Sandoval. Calimiro Sals. Jesus Sandoval. Ells Tenonio. E. W. FeemJ
Manuel C Trujlllo, W. Trujillo, AlAyers Puis.
Ayar s Pills.
Aycr POla. t
Ayaf Pa- e:4
berto Varque Ys roues, J. E. Vac. J.
If your doctor tay this it B rHit remember It!
A. Wlnsr.a. Jim Ware. A. F. Witsel.
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EIGHT BILLIONS

BlueRibhcna
Tie Deer of Quality

YEARLY FOOD BILL
OF

pounds for each man, woman and
In tho country.
The price of
coiTeo has doubled In the past half
dozen years and the expenditures for
this breakfast luxury ut the retail
rates prevailing probably represent
an outlay of about $10 a year for
each family.
Of tea, on tho other
hand, Americans consume relatively
little, less than five and a quarter

IS 'child

AMERICANS

Annual

Cost of Filling This
Country's
Market Basket
Mounts to Enormous Total;
World's Highest Livers,

i

pounds being used by each family ut
a yearly cost of between two and three
dollars.
When It comes to sugar, it must
be. admitted that Americans have a
very pronounced sweet tooth. They
consume about eighty pounds of
sugar apiece in the course of a year,
or more than the people of any other
country except Knglnnd, and the
United Btates as a whole uses nearly
h
of all the sugar produced In
the world. "'Of the average consumption of eighty pounds, however, only
is bought direct for
about one-hafamily use, the other half being used
in manufacturing various food products. Sugar Is almost the only article of general household use also
that has not been subject to a marked
advance in price within the past few
years.
Expenditures of the average
family on this score amount to about
twelve dollars a year or Just about
tho amount that Is spent for coffee
and tea. In view of the food value
of sugar as a supplier of energy, this
Is a very moderate expenditure.
It doubtless will surprise most persons to learn that the United States
now produces about half of all the
sugar consumed in the country. The
sugar beet farmers of the country provide over a billion pounds of sugar a
year; the cane sugar growers of Louisiana and Texas furnish about
pounds additional; Hawaii,
Porto Rico and tho Philippines send
1,800,000,000 pounds. The remaining
half, or 3,700,000,000 pounds, comes
almost entirely from Cuba. From the
economist's viewpoint sugar Is of peculiar Interest as the only commodity
now purchased in vast quantities from
foreign producers which the United
States can grow from its own soil. It
is claimed that if the domestic sugar
Industry continues to receive the encouragement of the government as
it has in the past through a customs
on
tho Imported product,
duty
this result will be accomplished
within
another two decades and
that this is- about the only hope
of keeping the balance of trade
In foodstuffs favorable to the United
If the $100,000,000 or more
States.
now sent abroad to pay for Bugar
were
disbursed through domestic

TUESDAY, JUNE 25,
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LARGE AREA NORTH
1

OF ALBUQUERQUE

UNDER
It

ITER

Reaches Depth of Three to
Four Feet On North Fourth
Street Road; Crops Dam
aged,

one-fift-

Special Cnrreapondenre

Washington,

round figures $8,000,000,000 a year to
feed the American people, an amount
just about equal to the annual value
of all the products of Uncle Sam's six
and a half million farms. Thire Is no
question that at the present, time the
average American eats more food of

J'

J

June

to Morning Jnnrnnl',
24. It coBta In

Ji
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knows that
THE waiter
disserving

a
he is
criminating guest when
ordered to bring Pabst
"Blue Ribbon" Beer.
This is the beverage beyond
compare, and is appropriate for
all. times and occasions. Wholesome and refreshing a delight
to the eye and the palate the
perfection of brewing.

a higher quality and a greater variety
than the citizen of any other country.
There is no question either that he
spends far more for his food supply
than the resident of any other land,
and that the growth of his food budget hug been far more rp.pld than tho
increase of his wages, great as these
have been in many cases.
For several years the bureau of labor hem collected lnf.rmat:nnpn the
expenditure for food in the homes of
.ver twi. thousand worklncrmcn In different partg of the country with Incomes of about the average for their
class. Tho growing pressure of the co.-of living problem may be seen In the
steady increase in the outlay of these
families for food from 1897 when it
was a trifle less than $300 a year, to
1907, the last year for which statistics wero published, when It had ad
vanced to $375. Since 1907 there has
been a ten per cent further advance
in food prices so that the cost to the
average workingman'a household for
food alone now Is presumably $410 a
year. Applying this to the whole country would give the sum of $7,300,000.-00- 0
as a food budget to which should
be added the surplus outlay of the
ten per cent of the nation's households
that spend double the amount In furnishing their tables which would give
a total of over eight billions.
That this estimate is roughly accurate Is shown by tho fact that It approximates to closely the totat value
of food supplies produced In the country. While It is true that $385,000,000
worth of foodstuffs were sold to foreign nations in 1911, at the same time
$353,000,000 was spent for food supplies brought from abroad leaving to
credit the meagre balUncle
ance of $32,000,000 on this score. Tn
ten years our exports of foodstuffs
have fallen off over 50 per cent while
imports under the same heading have
increased 60 per cent. If this movement continues ut the same rate as In
the past It will be only two years more
before Uncle Sam who once proudly
noasted if "feeding the world" will
hive to call upon other nations lo
help feed his own people.
Whil the manner in which '' the
$400 expended by the family of the

average American toller la distributed
varies greatly In different parts of the
country, it is possible to give reasonably accurate estimates of some of
the chief items contributing to the
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total.
It is a familiar fa t, for example,
that America np are the greatest me'U
eaters of the world. Tn a great number of American famliUs meat forms
part of every menl and In even the
poorest homes It appears on the table
for dinner at least, whereas a family
of the same relative social stratum In
many European countries would not
expect to eat meat oftener than once
a week. In the course of a year the
average American family consumes an
amount of beef representing the equivalent of a yearly steer and the pork
product of an average sized pig besides smj'ler quantities of poultry and
mutton. In very few families probably dims the amount of the annual
meat bill fall below $150. In addition
It takes the output of one cow to supply each family with its milk, butter
and cheese. The expense of this feature of the American diet amounts to
ily, an

fl

"Jr.

,)

injiy"

trade channels, the country's trade
balance on the exchange of food commodities would be $132,000,000, or
nearly five times as great as It now is.
The desirability of having Undo
Sam produce his own sugar nas ocen
widely discussed as a result of the proposal brought before congress recent
ly for the admission of foreign sugar
free of duty. Advocates of this proposal asserted that it would be better
to abandon the domestic sugar Industry and to purchase the entire supply
abroad, claiming that this would result In a lowering of tho retail price
of the commodity and a saving esti
and a
mated at something like a centseventy
half per pound, or sixty to Opponcents a year for each person.
ent, of the Dlan asserted that even If
such a saving could be affected it w is
of negligible Importance comparca to
a
tho disbursement of $45,ooo,uuu
year to the farmers and worklngmcn
of the country through the domestic
Industry with a prospect of ultimately
increasing this to $250,000,000 a year,
lleiiresenlatlves of the department of
agricultural lent the weight of their
testimony to the view that tne industry should be encouraged, pointing out that by the utilization In sug.ir
beets one year in four of anly one acre
in fifty of the country's farming lands
adapted to beet culture, the United
States could grow its entire supply of
sugar and that moreover the culture
of this crop was of vuJt benefit to th'!
country by Increasing the yield of
every crop grown in rotation with it.
One of the striking exhibits In the
list of annual expenditures is the outlay of over $50 by the average family for various forms of alcoholic refreshment. The average consumption
of each individual on this score is
the
22.79 gallons a year, of which
twenty and
greater part, between
twenty-on- e
gallons is beer. Whiskey
and other hard liquors are used to
the extent of slightly less than a gallon and a half while only

flood.
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may be needed.
Most of the water which had been
caught above and to the east of the

$55 a

at'the

crystal
clear bottles, showing
it
at a glance that
is clean and pure.
brewery

in

s

two-thir-

This is the beer for your home.
Phone or write

The Meyers Co., Inc,.- 116.US West Silver At.
PbocM 125
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fr

uml r water. This had run don across
fields, depositing vast amounts of silt
and quantities of brush, weeds and
Hash wherever the slightest opposition was offered its progress.
Low
places In tho road near the ranch became almost bogs.
The water swept down from this arroyo and struck tho Santa Fo track
Just about 300 feet south of tho end
There it
of the Hahn yard limits.
created tho worst of three small washouts. The ater from the Ilahn arroyo, about a half a mile north of this

stream, struck the track In the yards,
almost' directly opposite tho station.
For a time the track turned It south,
then it cut underneath to a depth of
about three feet. Hefore it cut under
the track, It flowed over the rallB a
toot deep for five rail lenglhs.
At the lower end of the yards, where
a small embankment and a cattle- guard fence offered some resistance to
it, it turned again toward the west,
and cut under the track for about
ono rail length, lo a d;'pth of four
feet or so, Part of It continued south,
Joining the Zelger arroyo water, and
these streams cut under live rail
lengths about four feet deep. Hefore
the cuts were" made, tho water flowed
over about 450 feet of tho track, ut
the southern end of tho yards and
just outside the yards, about ten
Inches deep, as shown by murks on
posts and cattle-guardThe actual washouts came at about
6 o'clock,
though the water had baen
flowing over the rails for some lime
before that.
NATIVK WOMAN FLAfJS
SANTA I K I'llKHiHT.
An Instance of hardihood on
the
woman.
tiitft j,f u n iinUnown
wpII
caused
intentloiied.
oviilnnllv
Before
some trouble at tho washout.
tho water had actually cut the rights
this woman ran out on the
track north of Hahn, and Hugged a
freight train with her apron, She
put forth considerable errort in run-ni-

l

The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
Suits' Everybody
It suit the most exacting French chef. It tuits the housewife. It
in farmi in humble city homes.
it found in luxurious villas it camp
Everybody utet it; everybody like it It bakes, broils, routs and
a coal range.
toasts st well
special heating plate, and we teD the New
It it equipped with
Perfection oven, broiler, toatler, and pancake griddle.

New T&rSctiort
r
i
c
Oil
u

tniv.rd the ntmronchllig train
and In getting through the flowing water to do It, and succeeded in stopping
the train. After the damage at mm
tim. hnil hen Invest inr tod. the crew
trlod to start the train again, but It
was found that an air brake nao
frcTon' and It was more than an hour
It
hpf nr thn train could bo started.
got to Ilahn just In time for ono of Its
nag
brakemen to run forward anil
the eastbound California limited the
,thip ldn of the worst washout. Tho
fricght truln was coming from the
lorth.

:

Free

Cook-Bo-

ok

with

i hubs
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fWtlnn Foreman J. K. Dillingham
was patrolling the endangered por
tion of the track, anil liail just ion me $142,682 Appropriated for Exend of the vnrdH. which did not
penditure in Now Mexico
seem In much danger, and gono up to
station,
where
th rwirilon oniioslte the
Within Fiscal Year, Which
the flow was striking directly at the
Alureas,
ruine.
Opens July 1.
track, when tne
though he had been u section for- -iii n tnr nineteen vears. he sunt yesAlmost $150,000 has been appro
:erday that this was the first washout priated by tho Santa Fe fur construcexperienced.
ever
10 had
tion and Improvement along Its lines
In New Mexico within the next year,
I'lES AM ClXPl.ltS ARE
exclusive of the viisl minis spent on
USK1 IN MA Ii I N't J I'lLLS. tho double tracking of the const lines
wero tilled through a large part of lha slate
The washer, out
Hnnri.v nlirht un,t rarlv yesterday The exact sum is $142,6X2.
morning with ties, cinders being used
"Construction Notes." n department
topping. - The lino was cleared 1n the Santa Fe Employes' Magazine,
Yesterday
authority for tho statement. A deIs
shortly before $ o'clock.
of the places where
tho warped and twisted trackage was tailed synopsis
tho work Is to be df-"d the monrestored to Its normal level ami line eys
follows. The largexpended
be
to
out.
wiped
tlood
and the traces of the
0
single expenditure is one of
it n.n l.K.n for the vast pita of est for automatic signal construction
hh and
which
of
some
water,
bemuddy
along both the old and new lines
mud
were bad enough to prevent passage tween HacA and Peres, a distance of
wagon,
the
by
or
on
thirty mile.
horseback
across
y
would not have shown
The east end of the passing track
any serious damage.
.at Scholle, N. M., will be extended ut
Before the repairs had been com- an estimated cost of $2,700.
pleted, however, It was evident to thn
The passing track at Abo, N, M.,
most casual observer that something will be extended nt a cost of $4,2nn.
at
To cover the cost of Installing autoFor five
was wrong.
Baca and
tho worst wash, the track was car- matic signals between
Albuquerque division, an approried westward out of line, twisted,
set
been
$04,000
has
of
priation
and laid down as though It had been aside.
picked up and then dropped.
passing track at Madrone, N.
'
Contrary to the first report, no M.,Thewill be extended, at a total estiany
bridges were washed out, nor were
mated cost of $4,760.
ewn endangered any length of time.
To cover the cost of the proposed
bebridges
change of channel of the Rio Puerco
There are several small
stood
city,
but all
at milcpost No. 142, Perea, N. M an
tween Hahn and this
of $3,800 has been
the strain well. The amount of track appropriation
reported flooded was also exagger- made.
Tho passing track at Hodi ga, N. M.,
ated.
will lie extended 1,520 feet, ut an esti-
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right-of-wa-

last night had drained
railroad
Into the lower western lands yesterday morning, but the track of Its pasThe
sage was visible everywhere.
water came down three main arroyes,
as well as several smaller ones. Beginning at the woolen mills plant, thei
moisture began to be apparent. Early
yesterday roads were running small
streams there, fields were being
drained by the simple process of cutting the banks surrounding them, and
the whole section could be best described by one word, "wet.
Tho Rear Canyon, Zelger and Hnhn
arroyos were the. main channels furl A
the flood's puaMigo to the lowlands.
For a space of dose to two hundred
yards, the Zelger arroyo yesterday
morning gave evidence or having uecn
from eight inches to three or four feet

over-feedin-

Bottled only

in every

direction and roads even without the
district actually flooded, offered great
difficulties to traffic. Many stands of
alfalfa and other crops were damaged,
and some were destroyed entirely. It
was not uncommon to Bee stacks of
alfalfa standing like islands in a sea
of mud and water. Complaints of
damage from the waters are still being made by the farmers and It is
certain that when an estimate of the
damage can be made, it will be large.
The entire water of the cloudburst
drained down through washed out
places in the Santa Fe tracks, over the
tracks, and through culverts and un-dbridges, into an area bounded by
the Ttarelas and Du nines acequlas, the
Alameda dyke, the Santa Fe tracks
and the Rio Grande. Most of It col
lected at the southern extremity of
this trapeseld, but scattering ponds
and pools of water and mud were alt
over the district. The water right at
the acequlas, on North Fourth street.
stretched for almost a mile without a
break. Most of this was three feet
deep right on the road, which Is
sdightly raised, and thn surrounding
country was consequently four or five
feet under water. There is no method
of draining this area, and residents
there say that It will have to stay
there until It dries up. unl-s- s some relief measures can be devised. That,
of course, means tho ruin of what
crops would stand the water for a
day or two.
Residents of the flooded section
yesterday grew excited and threatened to cut the big acequlas and allow
the standing water to run over toward the city. This was not done,
however, but even If It is done at some
future time, the water will not reach
the city.
City Engineer J. N. Oladding and
Mayor D. K. B. Hellers Inspected the
Inundated district yesterday, but de- dared that ther was no cause for
alarm. Any water that reaches Mountain road will be stopped at th manhole of the sewer system at Fourth
street and that thoroughfare. County
visited the
Surveyor Pitt Rons
scene of the damage, but did not have
any estimate to make regarding Its
amount. Like 'the city officials, he
scouted the idea of any clajnage being dono the city by the water.
Conditions at Alameda and near
there are sorious. Many houses are
surrounded by water nnd extreme
measures for relief of the ranchers

IMHTOU'8 SHUT
year for the average famInvestment In da'ry cattle of
Now (icts Along Without It.
nearly a billion dollars belne required of a gallon of wine
is consumed.
With the While these items perhaps should not
to supply this demand.
A physician says: "Until last full I
western range fast disappearing and be Included In an estimate of food used to eat meat for my breaklast and
the consumption of all these products costs they play a very considerable suffered
with Indigestion until the
increasing at a rapid rate with the part in accounting tor the disposi- meat had passed from the stomach.
growth of city population. It Is small tion of the average family Income.
"Last full I began the use of drape.
wonder that the price of all meats
Of tropical fruits the United States Nuts for breakfast and very soon
export
and that ve
havo gone
yearly about $25,000,000 found I could do without meat, for my
imports
only about a third as much of these worth in addition to the more than body got all the nourishment necesago.
and since
products as we did five years
$200,000,000 represented by the vast sary from the Orape-Nut- s
If each family in the United States variety of native fruits, making an then I have not had any innigesuon
mere able to keep n flock of a dorm annual expenditure of $12 to $15 by ar.d am feeling better and have Inchickens these would Just about sup- the average family for this purpose. creased In weight.
"Since finding the benefit I derived
ply the average demand for poultry
Taking Into account the expendi1 have
prescribed
and eggs, of the latter the average tures of the average American fam- from Grape-Nut- s
consumption is a little more than two ily for what may be called the staple the food for ull my patients sufferinz
g
and
r day for each household. Many of articles of diet, it appears that they from indigestion or
these are used in the manufacture of amount to about $300 a year. This also for those recovering from disease
various .food products and do not fig- docs not Include the amount spent where I want a food easy to tk and
ure directly In the marketing bills In for alcoholic drinks nor does It In- certain to digest and which will not
which these items probably amount to clude vegetables the supply and prices overtax the stomach.
I look for
"I always find the results
ton or twelve dollars a year.
of which vary so much In different
.
For eih-IcSince bread is the staff of life, and parts of the country that It is diffi- when I prescrlto Grape-Nutsmy
name."
please
omit
means
wheat
reasons
American
average
amount
the
to
bread
to compute the
not cult
Estimating the Name given by postum Co., Rattle
linni exclusively, it is perhaps
expended
them.
h.
surprising that we consumed approxi- cost of vegetables at one-hathe av- Creek. Mb
The reason for the wonderful
mutely 57.00O,000 bushels oi wneaii( erage expenditures for bread and
dilust year, according o ofTicial esti- cereals, which seems a conservative amount of nutriment, ami tho easy
is not hard to
mates. This means that seven barrels estimate, and adding In the liquor gestion of !rapo-Nut- s
of flour were used by the average bill, we find that the total is $37S. find.
In the first place, the starchy part
American family. Purchased In this which Is Just the amount estimated
form and prepared for consumption by the department of commerce and of tho wheat and barley goes through
processes of cooking, to perin the home In accordance with the labor as the actual expenditures
fj various
chungo the starch Into dextrose
fectly
custom that prevail d a generation tviiical working-men'-s
In
dif
families
or gr.i - u gar. In which state It Is
ago, this would have meant an expenferent parts of the country In 1907.'
diture per family of slightly over $50. Adopting; the estimate of $410 as thej ready to be easily absorbed by the
In leas than half the homes of the
expenditures this would leave blood.
The parts In the wheat and baric
country Is bread baked at the present apresent
margin
of only $35 for Items not which Nattiri: can tnaki use of for
paof
thcustom
day. however, and
brain and nerve centres are
tronising the corner bakery Inevitably enumerated.
retained in this remarkable food, ami
increases the expenditure on this acModem lire.
thus the human body Is supplied with
count to a considerable extent.
Domestic scene.
the powerful strength producers, so
Next to meat, bread, milk, butfr
Hubby smoking thoughtfully: wife tastly noticed sfter one hud eaten
and eggs It la probable that sugar
Orape-Nut- s
each day for a week or
and coffee are articles of more nearly sorting documents.
universal consumption in the United
"Old love letters, my dear?" asks1 19 days.
reason." and It Is ex"There's
hubby.
States than any others.
plained In the little book. "The Road
anmy
love,"
papers,
Coffee Is one of In few food prod"Old divorce
to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
ucts of which the entire supply must swers wife.
.
tww
Krcr rrA llw above
but
be Durchased In other countries peo-Hubby smokes even more thought- one a
lime to time. Tnrjr
this does not deter the Americanpouno.( ful? and wifey keeps on sorting
Irnr, anal fall of human
are
pie from using sTs."."""
lull
of It every year, or nine and a iiiiarter

about

S

lf

Many a rancher In the district
north of this city and this side of
Alameda awoke yesterday morning to
ilnd water hud marooned him on an
island, and that all means of egress
from his house were difficult or impassable because of Sunday evening's
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GREAT
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mated cost of $3,000.
To provide for ti right of way fence
lii'twecn Kit, Puerco and Siiwiinou, N.
has
M., uti appropriation of $4,700
been matin.
A
passing track 3,500 feet In
Tuna,
length will be installed at
on the Rio Grande division, at an esti$A,225.
cost
of
mated
The woollen tank at Socorro, N. M.,
will be replaced with a stud tank and
crane, at an estimated cost
h
,
of $2,770.
To cover the cost of extending the
west en. of the passing track "t
N. M., mi appropriation of $4,347 has
been made.
0
costing
Additional nindilnery
will be purchased for use at
Helen, N. M.
costing nprTnT
Track changes
Imstcly $5,700 will bo mad., at
Cal.
The passing track nt Albuquerque,
N. M.. will bo extended, at a cost of
$4,200.
The passing trai k at Mallby, Cul.,
will be extended, ut an estimated cost
of $8,700.
The pasKlng trin k at Slllo, N. M.,
will be extended, at an estimated cost
of $1,000.
Th west end of tho pasiilng track
at Yiso, N. M., will bo extended, at
an Chtlmiiti'ri cost of $2.1lin.
appropriation of $2.9110 has
An
been made to provide for additional
machinery al 1m ruing, N. M.
twecn Hani and 1'iico,
distance of
bus 1,'een movid to llull.v nml con:i
Ikium'.
Mellon
verted into
u

TION FIGHT
is being

Waged nil over

tho country.

New Mexico now has a Commission
empowered to regulate corporations.
Corporation officers, attorneys, lr
rlgation engineers should know corporation law and proc I'tluro. For this
purpose get KAN EN'S NEW MEXICO
CORPORATION LAW'S, RULES and
All laws on General CorporFOKMH.
ations, Irrigation, Mining, Railroads,
Hanking, Insurance, etc., with citations; rules and forms for drawing
and tiling corporation, Irrigation papers, etc. Also U. S. laws and forms;
the only compilation of those laws
from IC97 to 191$
The 1913 legislature made but few
changes in corporation laws; many
New Mexico laws are out of print; no
revision made since 1X97, none adopted this year and none will be adopted
until 1915. Such conditions make this
book Indlspensllile.
1 vol., 935
pages, buckram binding.
Price $4 delivered (formerly $S).
C
V. KANKN, Santa In, N. M.
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MR. BUSINESS MAM
The Continental Casually Company's New Policy pays.
$7,500.00 limbs, sight or if killed.
$25.00 weekly for injuries. If disabled longer than thiileen weeks, $37.50.
If totally disabled, $25,00 per week for life, Double indemnity for accidents
travel. Beneficiary also insured.
Cost first year, $30.00.
Each yea' thereafter, $25.00.
Insure now, .AH .injuries covered,

of

CONTINENTAL CASUALTY COMPANY
Albuquerque, N. M.
Building
Phone 289
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THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,'
UIIKIITY OX CONDITIONS.
excitement of tha Chi
auto convention la over, tt la possible
to take notice of aom of the notable
mid there by Henator Elihu
thin
Hoot In hla keynote speech aa tem
(OfftaUl Kiwmixf ef New Meiloo)
porary chairman.
Huimtor Root la
t'eblufooi' by th
rocognlxed aa one of the real mental
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. forcei of (he country, and while
part of hla apeoch was a somewhat
m nrrn r,non
perfunctory review of the hlatory of
T. Med! EIGHT
Vtninr
Clljr ltd ltd
DON W. LUCK
the party, he euld aome thing thul
Blallra.
hould have the thouchtful conaidor-atlo- n
I.
JlltllftKMIII,
of the people of the United
eVwepette aHdldlaa. tales.
(Unca th

V,

Hla tea,

eatsttre.
H
MI l.l.ioa.if.
BW. Maw Jerk.
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Their Knowledge of First Aid In Three Years and Ten Months Ten Days of Elevating and InIt Hauled Over One Hundred
Methods, Personal Health,
structing Events Planned At
Rescuing and
Fifty Million Passengers Institution High Up Among
Proving Invaluable.
Without Killing One,
Pines of Manzanos.

Mr. Root quoted lucid and admlr
able statements from Chief Justice
IwlMarHhull and Abraham Lincoln to the
a
oaiofric at Albuquerque, N M, aader act 'same effect aa hla own deliverance.
,
.
.. ,
t ,.. .
ri
..
...... - ,.
Awnav m mnrvm
vi
Tun jaonvivo jotiRWAti i
.i5eplrramatlc and memorable than npeeial fneraeoonrtreiee
gpeni rwreapaajftrar In Morntag Jaarnell
f
trrrnurMN imp, of jkw
la Memtwe; Joenwl
The official program for the Moun
MKX1CO.
at'PPOrtTIVri TUB PHINCI-PLK- theirs, ftla w more concretely appllc
New York, June 24. rThree hun
nan f ranclsco, June 24.- in me talnnir
Chautauqua haa been Issued
Or TMft IlKPt'lM.KAW PAHTT able to bur present and particular dred
of
Hoy
fifty
no
year
and
Scouts
thousand
last
ten
month
three
and
ALL. TUB T1MR
AND TH B MKTHOrM
and outlines rather fully ten days of
OP TBB REri?B!.ICI
PAKTT WHIN emergency.
la what he aald: America are working for the welfare passenger haa been killed
through
Thla
THKT AH
attractive and elevating events, all of
RIOHT.
"However wlae, however able, how- of the country. That statement waa collision or derailment on the South- 'which
i
aa
will take place at the little city
i
Larger circulation than any other paper ever patriotic, a congress or an exeK.
by
West,
today
chief
ern
Pacific,
EstalSsited
made
James
according to the accident high up among the pineg of the
la Hmw Mexico. Tha only paper la Naw
Beout
commerce
head
nationul
executive of the
statistics of the Interstate
Mexico teeuea eeerr day la tha year.
cutive may be, however convinced
Manzano range. The pro
Since 17S0
made public. southern
recently
they may be that trie doing of a par- quarters of the organization, who In commission,
gram Indicates the best set of features
, ) .
TBRMS OF airSWRIPTION.
...
,1
T .... I
.4 .
rxpluina
striking
how
a
Interview
the
1
.
Iiene, Mr carrier, on month.,.,.
thing
to
would
be
benellclal
jever
ticular
.chedulcd at the Institution and
Good--Tr- y
ueuy. ar HI.
.
boys In the spirit of fun are doing iov,tu,wutf
month.
passengers wo uvtiage exhibit
plainly the grit and hustle
the public If thul thing be done by many things
protect the distance of forty-tw- o
to
miles.
tend
the
In
that
"Tha atornin Journal baa a hither
of
men at the head
powera confided to an- Uvea of people of the country. He
the Chau Sold by CONSOLIDATED LIQUOR Co.
last three years and four months but .of the
ratine lhaa la accorded to any usurping the
ether paper la New Mexleo." Th Amerl-aa- a other department or another officer. referred to the training which the one passenger was killed through de- tauqua association.
Newspaper Directory.
It but opens tha door for tha des
The different day ere each given
boy are getting In first aid to the in railment or collision on the Union
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
AlJIUyUERQUB
K(W MBXIOO truction of liberty. The door opened Jured, flremanshlp, rescuing people Pacific.
There were 27,900,000 pas a brief descriptive story, and then the
entire program is printed. Brief hi
for the patriotic and well meaning to from drowning, and personal health. sengers carried during that time.
exercise power not conferred upon
Itail breakage has been reduced to toriea of the Chautauqua, La Quaria Lcatruo Ajwombly to Clow Meeting. APPROPRIATIONS MAY
"The Boy Hcout movement,' said
The New Mexico Conference Ltague
them by law is tho door opened also Mr. West, "Is proving a great asset to a minimum by the Introduction of the Pueblo and Its ancient people, and
NOT PASS CONGRESS
sketch of the Institution's plan and assembly of the M, E. church aouth,
to the
and ambitious. the nation. They are helping thou- standard rail. Steel cars are replac vahopes,
precede the more detailed in will have charge of the entire pro
Iteports ing wooden cars over the entire Har- There can be no free government In sands of persons dully.
gram tor Augusi lgi ana zna, uom
which have to come to the national riman system and automatic block formation.
which official power is not limited
days fternoon and evening. They are ar
program
Washington, June 2. The failure
show that the Boy signals will soon be in operation over I The follows: for the entire ten
official headquarter
and the limitations upon
pass appropriation
in- - of congress to
very
entertaining
as
every
and
ranging
a
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Inspeclines.
of
the
The
Uvea,
Scouts
done
have
have
saved
power can be preserved only by rig
concern to de- causing
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days,
much
and
both
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for
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they
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structlve
of
the
DAILY
rails
good
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given
happiness
turna
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orousiy Insisting upon thoir observ
partment
among
officials.
entertainers
factured,
their
inaugurated
by
Intiuded
originally
persons.
They
to
great
numbers of
unce."
Secretary Wilson has sent word to
July ii Opening Day. will be some of the biggest men and
have sold stamps to help the fight the Harrlman lihes, has had much to Velii-lu- y.
Mr. Hoot quoted John Marshall:
women identified with this departmany of his field men not to Incur
against
They have do with the making of thla safety-recor7:45 p. m. Prelude.
tuberculosis.
'To what purpose are powera Urn cleaned towns of tin cans and debris.
and several other roads In
ment of church work in the south any expense after Jane 30th. .
8:00 p. m. Illustrated
lecture.
Ited, and to what purpose la that They have collected food and clothing thla country have recently started "Work of the Franciscans
1540 west.
Secretary stimson today issued a
TUB lUXKKVrXT
limitation committed to writing,
for the poor; they have helped suc- similar inspection methods. There !s! 1820," by Col. R. E. Twltchelu
Wednesday, July 31. Temperance general army order similar to that
one way to reduce the fatality record Thursday, July 23 Educational Day.
these limitations may, at any time, cor the flood sufferers along the
last week to the navy. It provides
4
Day.
The Rooevvelt plan ha been out- be passed by those Intended to bo
for feeding and clothing the troops,
7:00a.m. to 12 noon JSormai.
In countless Instance they on American railroads and that Is to
Normal,
12 noon.
to
7:00
a.m.
pasa laws that will prevent trespassing
lined.
It la comprehensive and not restrained?"
8:00 a. m. Boys' and Girls' club.
have helped person In need."
8:00 a.m. Boys' and Girls' clubs. the continuation of enlistment and
on the right of way. Fifty-thre- e
per
9:00 a. m. Bible study.
the continued employment of the civil
without element of shrewdness ami
He also quoted from Abrhatn Lin
"Down In Kentucky recently," anld
a.m. Bible study.
9:00
emploveH of the army, but with the
the people killed on our rail10:00 a. m. C. L. S, C.
danger to both of tha old political coin' first Inaugural address
West, "a girl was rescued from the cent ofannually
m. C. L. S. C.
a.
10:00
roads
understanding that they, as well as
lose their Uvea because
2:00 p. m. Kindergarten.
part lea. In order to gain strenaln
p. m Kindergarten.
'A majority held In restraint by water after a canoe In which she had
2:00
2:00 p.m. Lecture, "Equal Eduuuong the democrats. It Is prnpoaed constitutional chocks and limitations been wn upset, but because nobody of trespassing. A large majority of
program for the after the line and (taff of the army . must
entire
The
those killed are hoboes and others, cational Opportunities," Prof. Alvan noon and evening will be under the go without pay until congress
to put a democratic candidate fei and always changing easily with de In the party knew anything about stealing
rides.
N. White,
auspices of the New Mexico W. C, T.
Vice president on the ticket Judg? liberate changes of public opinion and first aid to the injured or resuscita3:00 p.m. Lecture by Dr. Frank V.. Mrs. S. C. Nutter, president, in
problem
The
of reducing the num.j
She
tion,
girl
had
been
died.
the
Hen H. Lindaey, of Denver, Is spokeli sentiment, is the only true sovereign
ber of railway accidents requires the H. H. Roberts.
charge.
of for that position.
of a free people. Whoever rejects It In the water but a short time, and
7:45 p. m. Prelude.
of both the officials of
stockholders'
4:00 p.m. Annual
perfectly
had
was
it
evluent
that
fly
does
of
necessity
anarchy
or
to
"Shakespeare
I'ut It I, further planned not to dis8:00 p.m. Lecture.
In the tabernacle.
been anybody present who the companies and of the people. It
meeting
there
despotism."
Conway.
Dr. T. W.
turb the republican organisation In
knew the first thing about resuscita has been one of the real big prob the Man," 'July
Thursday. August I.
At every election the people of the tion, the girl's life would have been Hems of railroad operating for years '
2fl C, I I?. C. Day.
Friday,
thoae etntea controlled by the Hoose-ve7:00 a.m. to 12 noon. Normal.
7:00 a.m. to 12 noon. Normal.
men, like
Pennsylvania, Cali- country are called upon to choose be saved. That Incident emphasizes Just and every line In the country looks
8:00 a.m. Boys' and Girls' club.
8:00 a.m. Boy' and Girls club.
fornia. Weat Virginia,
Nebraska. tween anarchy or despotism on tha what the Hoy Scouts throughout the forward to the time when a death on
8:00a.m. Departure of organized
We have anything you want
study.
Bible
9:00
a.m.
a
because
or
railroad
of
government,
one
derailment
a
not
of
hand,
and
badges
doing.
country are
They offer
Kuuth Dakota and New Jersey. Hhould
party for La Gran Quivira.
the Hat line, from 15 cent to
in
S.
C.
L.
m.
C.
a.
10:00
collision
will
be
of.
unheard
persons,
on
but of law,
the other. for hoys who learn first aid and
these atatea go republican 11 la pro
9:00 a.m. Bible study.
$4.00,
Kindergarten.
p.m.
2:00
go
through
continuously making resuscitation. The boys
10:00 a.m. C. L S. C.
Boys' Felt Hat3, 15e to 11.25.
posed that the electors Khali
cast uur'imii
exercises,
2:00 n. in. Graduating
In the spirit of
2:00 p. m. Kindergarten.
Boys' Straw Hats, 15c to 75c.
NOTICE.
their votes In tha college for Roose- that choice, juat aa the moral man Is these courses largely
Gray,
McQueen
E.
by
Dr.
Address
Program both afternoon and evenconstantly choosing between good fun, but they are learning things that
Men's Kelt Hats, 50c to 83.50.
velt
7:45 p. m. Announcements.
Notice is hereby given that
are of tremendous value to the com
ing In charge of the Epworth League
25c to
Men's Straw Hats,
by
Mex
New
p.m.
Concert
8:00
By so doing. If the Itoosevelt men and evil.
munity. The boys are taught not only
assembly.
11.75.
ob
The
Senator
Hoot's
moral
Dr
I sold my half in
of
of
direction
the
under
talent,
Ico
on
June
1st
by
should stand
the Tuft organizawhat to do when a person la pulled
2.
Fritlay, Aiigii-Ater's Cloth Hats, 33c, 50c
servationa a that liberty la condl unconscious
tion In thoae states where the Taft tlonal,
from the water, but how terest in the Erwood Bakery B. E. Hedding.
7:00a.m. to II noon. Normal.
and 6r,c.
conditions,
and
it Is o bandage wounds,
without
Archaeological
27
July
Saturday.
revive persons
forcea control. It la by no meuns Im- chaos.
8:00 a.m. Boys' and Girls' club.
Girls' Trimmed Hats, 25c to
day of disturbed who are fainted, and to
Day.
even to act brok at 220. South Second street,
probable that the combined Hooec-v- thought, In these
9:00 a.m. Bible study.
82.50.
when so many are looking en bones.
7:00 a.m. to 12 noon. Normal.
10:00 a.m. C. L. .?. C.
Girls' fluting H.its, 15c to 35c.
and Taft stutes would control In for something new, crying for a
I
No other departments this date.
2:00 p. m. Kindergarten.
Ladies' Trimmed Hats, 11.50
The Boy Scouts are taught meth and that since that time have
the electoral college resulting In a change. It is well to
for
Mountainair
m.
a.
9:00
Leave
bear In mind oda of saving persons from drowning
Program both afternoon nnd even
to $4.00.
Erdeadlock. In that event, to prevent
La Quaria.
that liberty without restraint is an- and when they attain a certain degree had no connection with the
ing In charge of the Epworth League
Ladies' Outing Hats, 25c nnd
Explora
tha election of either ltooanvett or archy,
12 noon.
m,
to
a.
11:00
a
much worse than or knowledge in mat worg tney re wood establishment.'
3U
guidance of Dr. assembly.
Taft. aome other republican might despotism. condition
under
of
ruins
tion
Closing cxerclr.es.
Law Is aa much for the ceive a merit badge.
Boy also are
Little Boys' Caps, 15c and 25c.
tie chosen by the national house of
Hewett,
C, A, PAPPE,
t,t
"God Be Wlfh You Till AVo Meet
leg Boys' Caps, 25c, 33c and
Is for striving for badges given for personal
noon to 1:30 p. m. Lunch,
12:00
representatives whose duty It would protection of minorities aa It
COc.
the enforcement of the will of the health. To obtain this a boy must
New Again."
"The
f
1:30 p.m. Address,
become to elect a president
Men's Caps, 35c, 50c and 85e.
majorities. Kvery human lelng Is now something about the care of
Ancient
the
and
Missions
Mexico
To explain mora clearly:
If the born with certain Inalienable rights his teeth, the principles that govern
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
by
Region,"
It DOLLAR lU'YS MORE
YOl
Population
Munzano
of
AWAITING
democrats ahould fall to carry ennugh which no majority can take from eating, the vffecta of cold and hot EAGERLY
iHewett, at the ruins.
Please take notice that to the last
Dr.
baths,
effects of alcohol and
electoral votea to elect their candihalf of the 1911 taxes not paid hy July
7:45 p. m. rrelude.
Itecognltion of tills obacco the
and various other Informa
date for preaident, and tho republi- him justly.
1, 1912, will be added the penalty ac
lecture,
8:00 p.m. Illustrated
2
toIs
step
South Second St.
fact
first
createst
the
In
boys
and
tion. The
also are trained
can
M. At ANDELTj,
ahotild bo so divided
of Central America," cording to law.
that ward the only kind
Cities
"Ancient
Is
liberty
hoW
of
remanshtp. They are taught
that
COMING OF HENRY Dr. Edgar L. Hewett.
Collector Bernalillo Co.
neither Taft nor Hooaevelt would have
turn in an alarm, how to prevent
a majority when tho state returns are worth having the liberty of law and
Sunday. July 28.
how
panics,
to use fire escapes,
order.
lecture,
2:00 p.m. Sermon
counted on the aecond Wednesday In
ladders and the like and how to
Idolatry." Rev. Joel F.
"American
February In the hall of represents.
Inimprovise ropea and neta. All this
Till-- :
Hedgpeth.
Uvea and In tho presence of both
formation la useful to the boy ana
7:45 p. m. Prelude,
houses of congreaa, then It becomes
Another warning should be Issued they acquire It In the spirit of fun,
p.m. Lecture, "Social Pro8:00
duty
the
of the lower houxe of con- in no mlstakable terms to the people but when you figure that there are
gress and the Christian Religion," Dr,
gress to elect a president.
country you
of Albuquerque to clean up tho alleys 350,000 Scouts In the
Franklin McElfresh.
In that election each stale has a and barns nnd other places where re can get an Idea of the usefulness of Concert By Famous Coronado
Monday. July 29 Kcsourcca Day.
single vote. Aa th lower house l fuse has a hnblt of accumulating. the Hcout movement."
7:00 a. m. to 12 noon. Normal. No
in
On
Band
Albuquerque
July
It is a serious matter and ought to be done as the result of a careful connow constituted
other departments this date.
republicans The warm season la now here. Care
the
This day has been designated "New
1 to Be Musical Treat of Sumhave one majority, thutigh In tho ag- should be taken that this city main
sideration of all the qualifications of the bank seeking your business.
Mexico Resources Day," and the engregate of all the house membership, tain ita reputation of an Ideal health ARMY OFFICERS
TO mer Season.
evening,
day
program,
and
both
tire
the democrats have sixty-fiv- e
major- resort
will be under tho auspices of the
ity.
This Institution desire the closest Inspection of Ita financial
Most of our people are careful of
bureau of Immigration, Hon.
It Is quite probable thai. If thrown their premises, but miiui are very
standing, equipment, methods and personnel on the part of those who
All lovers of good innate In Albu- H. B. Hening, secretary. In charge.
Into the house,
'much the opposite. For thla latter
querque are looking forward eagerly
BE PROMOTED
neither Taft
At noon a dinner of home-grow- n
re thinking of opening; an account here.
Itoosevelt rmild be ebvted, and aome class Ih-- re
Is a rity ordinance that
to the appearance of Ohlmeyer and products will be served In tho taber
Hither republican would be choacii has teeth and It must be lliforc-ehta famous Coronado band at the nacle by the ladle of Mounlalnatr.
or
Elka' theater on July lat The Cor- - Price of plates II each. Reservations
It waa by this process that John the city must suffer as a consequence
It is satisfied that you will find it entirely worthy of your confidence
onada band Is so well known In the should be made in advance.
Qulnry Adams was elected president of this carelessness.
BY TAFT
west that comment la almost super- Tuesday, July 30. Albuquerque Day.
In 1
and business.
(no disturbing r,ntur lien A
examples will cause others
fluous, but the following from the
7:00 a.m. to 12 noon. Normal.
In the fact that neither the demo-eratto takn notice.
Philadelphia Inquirer of recent date
8:00 a.m. Hoys' and Girls' club.
nor republicans have a clear
Is interesting as showing what the
9:00 a. m. Bible study.
majority of all the states In the
There are some ailvantaues In be
Major east think of Ohlmeyer and his 10:00 a. m. C. L. 8. C.
Ing undisturbed In all of the tumult President Makes One
house.
artists:
2:00 p. m. Kindergarten.
Thia plan by Itoosevelt and his ad- that haa resulted from the Chicago
and Three Bricadier Generals
"An elaborate musical program Is
?
The
entire program of the day will
being arranged for the opening of be In charge of the Albuquerque Com-- J
herents, instead of Improving the re- convention and that must result lie
Fill
Vacanto
Long
Existing
Willow Grove park Saturday, when menial club.
publican chances of sticcens, may fore the campaign closes In Novem
Ohlmeyer and hi Coronado band will
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
strengthen them, thotich the opposite tier. In the little woodland path
"Do It for Albuquerque."
in Army.
cies
mads by the parting of Justice
make their first appearance in this
la more probable.
The lecture will be interspersed
resort.
liugnea whiskers, wild flowers are
with special music, and the entire
Mr. Ohlmeyer and hla band are program arranged with a view
serenely growing. Far from the mad (Re Mnralae Jaajre'l eejeetal Leases' Wire.)
of
Ill ItllWk'K LATEST.
w asiiitiKlon. June 24.
After con new comers In the east, but appar- making this a big day, and a big
ding crowd ha look up the law and
sultation with Secretary Stlmson. ently In the musical field of California event in the temperance movement.
w riles opinions.
Luther Hurlwnk. the totaiilct w
President Taft today announced these have gained a most enviable reputa
Mr. 8. C, Nutter, president of the
has branched out Into a new
army appointments:
tion.
W. C. T. V., will direct the exercises.
very
insurgents
Cuban
The
did
well
genius.
for his
He developed
Ohlmeyer
mu
"Mr.
ha
chosen
his
W.
C.eneral
To
Major
be
William
the eplneli.a tactile and has made until the Chicago convention aot un- Wltherspoon, now commanding
the sicians from four of America's great
It a aucceea In California where the der way, then It gave up in despair. department of the gulf at Atlanta.
est symphony orchestras, and carries
soil and the climate are admirably The effect waa almut the same on
Tuberculosis Medicine
To be Brigadier Generals Clarence with him soloists of international repadapted to Its arowth. Now h pro- Oroaeo's forces In Mexico.
R. Kdwarda. Col. Oeorge F. Chase utation, headed by Merr Frans Helle.
Saved This Msn's Life
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poses to try It In the alkali
nd K. J. McClernand.
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Pneumonia la a serious disease, and
.
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In
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Is
someThe
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He has asked ronitress for
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HOMESTEADERS
Major H, R, Whiting Announces
That He Has Applications for
Those Who Wish to Take retary."
Advantage of Act,
United States Commissioner II. R.
Whiting yesterday announced the receipt of a number
of application
blanks to be used by homesteaders
who wish' to take advantage of the

DAK

LAWYERS

WANT EVIDENCE

recently enacted short homestead act.

As application must be made within
the next 115 days, those persons now
Jiving on claims who wish to prove
up on their claims under the
act should apply at once.
Commissioner Whiting says that he
in now able to furnish these blanks
to all who apply.
The following Is the official notice
sent out by Fred Denner, commissioner, and approved by Secretary
Fisher, of the department of the in-

SUBMITTED

terior;

"Department of the Interior,
"General Land Office,
"Washington, June 10, 1912.
"Sir. There Is printed below a copy
of an act passed by congress, and
Signed by the president on June 6,
1912, amending Sections 2291 and
2297 of the Revised Statutes of the
United 8tatee, relating to homesteads
and homestead entries. I call your
particular attention to the last proviso
to Section 2291. reading as follows:
"Provided, That the secretary of
the interior shall, within sixty days
after the passage of this act, send a
copy of the same to each homesteaa
entryman of record who may be affected thereby by ordinary mall to
his lust known address, and any such
entrymnn may. by giving notice within 120 days after the passage of this
act, by registered letter to the register
mid receiver of the local land office,
elect to make proof upon his entry
under the law under which the same
was made without regard to the provisions of this act.1
"If you wish to elect to make proof
upon your entry under the law under
which the same was made, you must
give notice thereof within 120 days
after June 6, 1912. to the register and
receiver of the local land office. This
notice must be sent by registered mall
nnd may not be sent In any other
way. If, In your case, you desire to
make proof under the law under
which you made your entry, there Is,
for your convenience. Inclosed here-- f
with a printed notice of election
which you may fill out and use for
that purpose.
"Unless you elect In the manner
and form and within the time above
stated your entry will, without notice.
become subject to the provisions of
said act of June 6, 1912; and In reach
Ing a decision as to which course you
prefer you should first carefully examine the provisions and require- -

W

Discount

on
SPECIAL GOOD LOT
of

FOUNTAIN SYRINGES AND
HOT WATER BOTTLES.

D.r Morning Journal Hpwlnt
Los Anneles, June 24.

Ied

Wlre.J
Clarence S.
a legal bat-

Darrow's attorneys started
tle today to get Into the record the
stenographic report of conversations
between Harrow and John Harrington,
his former chief Investigator, which
were transmitted by a secret telephonic device. The prosecution ob
The conversajected strenuously.
tion
Hiirrlniilnn testified today. Were
arransed by him for the purpose of
trapping Uarrow into sununmn mm
ho hn,i hnen auiltv of trying to urine
and
Jurors in the murder of John J.trans-script,
The
Jameg B. McNamara.
Harrington said, did not turn
nut well.
"I could not make out the sense of
"It was unintelli
it," ho testified.
gible."
Decision on the point was not given.
Harrington said Oscar Lawlef, who
inl counsel for the govern
ment in investigating the widespread
dynamitings which preceded tne
nrrests. had persuaded him
to come to Los Angeles from Chicago
to try to enmesh Durrow. uiwier anu
a detective employed by the National
Erectors' Association, he said, arranged the telephonic device In a hotel room to which. Harrington said,
hi used to summon Darrow after first
notifying Tjiwler.

tutm
on

Look at This
One

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS

STORAGE.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms; modMOXKY TO LOAN
em; no rick. Apply SOi H W Central.
organs,
horses,
pianos,
furniture,
o.i
wagons and other chattels; also on
room. Rio
FOR. RENT Modern
as
receipts;
salaries and warehouse
Grande Hotel. $19 W. CentraU
low as $10.00 and s high as 1180.00.
I'OH RUNT Furnisneu room, mod
Loans are quickly made and strictly
ern. 21$ S. Walter Rt.
private. Time out month to one year
Three-rooinslilc
Iioiihc,
toilet,
posyour
In
to
given. Goods
remain
FUU IlK.N'T Nice front sleeping room
session. Our rates are reasonable. Hlnk In kitchen. Near in, lowlitiulx.
quiet location. 518 W. Mnrqtlntte.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets to and from all Price only $1,350; $100 down, tialuiicc FOR RENT Two front rooms with
-- light
parts of the world.
and bath, to gentleman of
like rent.
emplnymen t, $7. 813 H. Walter St.
PRIVATE OFFICES Open evenings.
TItE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
FOR HKNTTWO or four lurnlKhei
rooms, with bath for housekeeping.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Building.
Ave.
803 H West Central
605 S. Second street.
FOIl KENT Three rooms, screened
porch; newly papered and painted;
FOR SALE.
modern, no nick. 1008 N. Second St.
goo
house, six BO ft. lots,
furnished,
FOR RENT Two rooms,
chicken houses, gasoline engine and
for housekeeping. July 1st. flZU S.
pump; near car line,
FIRE INSURANCE AND LOANS Third.
frame, modern, cellar,
12000
4th ward, on car line.
Foil RENT Two nicely furnished
216 West Cold
rooms for light housekeeping; bath,
modern bungalow,
$3500
sleeping porch, large lot, lawn.
electric lights, gas. Phone 1436J, 508

LEGAL NOTICES.
rw TIMHER.
-Albuauerque
.
-v- -

trees.

house, lot 100x142,
outbuildings, city water, near University; term.
brick, modern,
$4000
West Central; Ji.000 cash, balance
8 per cent.
stucco finish
$4200
residence; hot water heat, lot 76x
142, barns, chicken houses; close In;
$1700 cash, balance 8 per cent.
brick, modern, hard$3200
wood floor. Are place, corner lot,
Highlands; $700 cash, balance I
per cent.
MONET TO LOAN.

MONEY SAVED

1000

MONEY

111

FLEISCHER,

'
11

South Fourth Street,
Next to New 1'ostofflce

deficiencies in revenue of former fiscal years which deficiencies were Incurred by the requirements of existing laws." Approved June 15, 1912.
Which said bonds are to be dated
the first day of July, 1912, and ab.
solutely due and pnyable five years
after their date. Interest payable semi
annually at the rate of six per cent

S. 5th

IS

MADE

US.

THAXTON
W. Gold.
,

FOR SALE

M

CO.,

Phone 057.

Ii

Ada M. Hlttner.
yearling
ROCKS Two
UARRElJi
per annum, the interest Tor said
cocks for sale. I need room, so $2.00
atcoupons
period to be evidenced by
each takes them. J. D. Notgrass, 604
tached to the said bonds, Interest pay- N. Second. Phone 1521W.
September
and FOR SALE Cheap. One thoroughable on the first days of
March, both principal and interest
Will exbred rooster, one year-old- .
treaspayable at the office of the state
change for hens. 117 N. Edith. Phone
said
Mexico,
the
urer, Santa Fe, New
h
each 652.
bonds to be redeemable
FOR SALE One cow,
commencing
year. In serial number
d
Jersey,
Durham; also 80
h
of said
with number cne;
bonds to be redeemed on the first ot chickens. For rent, fruit orchard
with
frame house; one. block
July, 1913.
The proposals should be addressed 8. E. of saw mill. Phone 12!5.
to the state treasurer, Santa Fe, New FOR SALE Cheiip, 10 I'IiiihIh bees In
to
best of standard hives, $2.00
Mexico, and suld sealed proposals will
the $4.00 each. Several new IiIvch. A. S.
be publicly opened on Monday,
mile
15th day of July, 1912, at the hour Hunger, general delivery,
north of Indian school.
of 12 o'clock noon.
O. N. MARRON,
Missouri
SALE Acclimated
FOR
Treasurer of the Slate of New MexiC3.
Mtmmoth Jacks, 2 year old and
upwirds, $300 to $1,500 each. It take
from one to two years to acclimate
Jacks brought from th state. James
D. Hand, Los Alamos, N. M.
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY.
THEY lay, they win, they pay. Won
Phone 354.
210 W. Sllvt-r- .
four firsts, one second at state fair,
teamsters and J911. R. C. R. I. Reds, Mottled
Mexican
WANTED
day;
a
$i.25
$2
and
and
and B. P. Rock. Egg
laborers. $1.75.
good boilermaker; ectton foreman.
chicks for sale. L. E. Thomas. P. O.
Box 111, 717 East flaeeldlne
COLUURN'B EMPLOYMENT.
W. Sliver. Tet. 498. P. O. IJox 174.
LOST AND FOUND.
one-fift-

two-thir-

one-thir-

New Mexico, June 1. 1912. Sealed
bids marked outside "General woiice.
to
June 1, 1912. Zunl" and addressed
Service,
the District Forester, Forest
Albuquerque, New Mexico, will be received UP to and Including the 6th
day of July, 1912. for all or any part
of the merchantable dead timber
standing or down and all or any part
of the live timber marked for cutting
by a forest officer, located on an area
to be definitely designated by a forest
officer before cutting begins. In ap- .
proximately the N. V, NE.
SW. K.
W. H. 8E
Vt
W.
12
14, Township
Section
SE.
N., Range 15 W., N. M. P. M constituting a natural logging unit, within the Zunl National forest, estimated Wanted Carpenters for making concrete forms: laborers, drillers.
to be 1,900.000 feet B. M. ofB.western
f
M.
yellow pine and 7.000 feet
more
Douglas fir saw timber, log scale
HELP WANTED Female.
or less. No bid of less than $2.R0 per
thousand feet B. M. will be consideredto WANTED Waitresses at the Coro-nndand a deposit of $500.00 payable
hotel, Santa Fe, at once.
the order of the First National Bank
be
must
of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
WANTED Agents.
sent to that bank for each bid submitted to-- the District Forester. Timto handle
ronr W ANTED Women agent
ber upon valid claims Is exempt
oatented article that every woman
all
any
and
reject
on
aale. The right to
needs. 100 Der cent profit. Sell
bid I reserved. For further Infor- sight. Write today. Indicator Agency,
governing
mation and regulations Supervisor, Douglas, Arlsona.
"Forest
addres
to make
OPPORTUNITY
GREAT
Zunl National Forest, Albuquerque,
money Fast selling -- Great Leader
'
New Mexico."
1912," discussed
Ixsues
of
National
and
A. O. WA.HA,
hv Roosevelt- - Wilson. Tnft, Clark and
Acting District Foreater.
other leader of all partle. Uve of
July 2.
colored and other
all candidate.
illustrations. Only $1.00. Very beat
CALL FOR IIID8.
terms; outfit free. Universal House.
nmnnula (or the Purchase 1010 Arch street. Philadelphia;

e.

,

.

REASONABLE

PHICKSJ.

Livestock Poultry.

and
FOR SALE Black Minorca
Rhode Island Reds. 810 W. Sljver.
hens',
also
FOR SALE A few laying
a limited number of baby chicks.
011 South High.
Phone 1218J.
EXTRA fine horse anu buggy
price reasonable. Apply
sale;
120 S. Walter St., or phone 611 and 9,

one-fift-

St.
RENT

Large furnished room,
housekeeping if desired. No sick.
709 West Hnma nvenne.
FOR RENT Modern sleeping rooms,
also light housekeeping rooms,
Stutft hotel, 4th end Central.
DKLIOHTFL'LLY cool front room,
reutly furnished, with nicely appointed sleeping porch. $10 per month.
B25 S. Edith.
AMERICAN HOTEL
Boa 2 W. Central
Rooms single, double) or enmilto. U
tluy or week.
FOR

We have an especially well located
east front, close ill, residence lot on
South Walter street, at a price for
quick sale that ' Mf just like finding
$100.00,.
y
Don't forget: A few dollars spent
now may save yotr many hundreds at
some future date and
INSURE YOUR PROPKRTY WITH

FLKK INSURANCE.

Phono 674.

as

Ill

FOR RENT Opposite park,
apartments, furnished or unfurnished. Steam heat, modern throughout
Paul Teutsch. 8, Qrant building.
RENT Two furnished houxo- FtR
keepliijf rootnw. 407 E. t'onl Ave.
FORRENT Neutly furnished housekeeping apartments, strictly modern, no sick. 821 8. Walter. Phono 1109
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeeping rooms, modern nnd conveniently arranged, no sick. See Porterfield Co.
FOR RENT Modern furnished and
rooms,
or
housekeeping
week
month. Westminster phono 1A1.
RENT Six rooms, modern
FOR
apartment, gas range, sleeping
cottage,
porch; also modern
hade trees, cellar, eto. Apply A. W.
Anson. 81 N. 6th St.

FOR RENT

DwelTirigs.

FOR RENT Five room brick, shady
and on street car line. 610 S. Wal
ter or phone 617.
furiilshel
Foil RENT Three-roocottage, sleeping porch. 1217 South
Edith.
'FOR llENT Modern house, ("rooms
end both, furnished. 1. H, Carnes
410 South Arno.
FOR RENT Nicely f iirnislied
tent bouse, with porch. 1019 S. Wal
ter Street.
brick, bath.
FOR RENT Five-roogas range, completely furnished.
Close In. Summer rate. Inquire The
W. Central.
Leader,
209-11-

1

o

five-roo-

ss

frt

f

e,

'-

mn

wo.i.i.

aiproriit"-

1

f

Cromwell Bnlldls
Rooms
Re. Phone 1582W J Of floe Fkoa
1172.'

DENTISTS.

J. NIIORTLF,

A.

M.

!.

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.

country homo In the city Swell Hours, 9 to 11. 224W W. Central Ave.
little cottage, big chunk of lund,
Phone 1177.
plenty of shade, 2b fruit trees, vines, Albuquerque Sanlturlum. . Phone 111.
roses, alfalfa, stables, burn lot, and
an Ideal little home that has to be
seen to be appreciated. A bargain
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
fur quick HCtlon.
CO.,
THAXTON
Practice Limited to

Sll

A

W. Gold Ave.

HOME FOR SALE.

Genito Urinary Diseases tiid
Diseases of the Skin.

In the Highlands, close to the shops,
. and
Noguchl Testa
frame, The Wansermann
in street car line, Four-rooAdministered,
"606"
Salvarsan
modern, nearly new; large screened
Cltlsens' Bunk Building.
porches, shade trees, chicken yards,
New Mexico.
Albuquerque,
payeasy
etc. Part cash, balance
street.
ments. Call at 914 South Edith
GEO. E. WOODS, M. D.
modern
8ALI5 FIe-root- n
FOR
Physician and Burgees,
brick, lot 75x142; shade and fruit
Grant Building.
trees, outbulklingB: barguin If taken Phones, Office 1111s Residence
at once. 709 West Roma.
FOR SALE Piece of land about .J lr2
DR. C. II. CONNER,
Osteopath.
acre In the village of La TIJeras,
Room
Stern Block.
mountain
Just at the foot of the
Phone
from Whltcomb Springs and on the
line of the proposed Albuquerque
Kastern Railway. Ha about 30 fruit JOSliJ'H 8. OPES, M. I).
Whiting Bid.
Suite
trees, adobe house, alfalfa. Is Irrl- p.
a. m., 4 p.
r.t.-from a ditch running the full Hours,
1119; Res. III.
Office
Phone
length of the land. This property can
McCanna,
be bought cheap, P. F.
BAKES.
DRS. TI LL
State National Rank building.
Specialists Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
State National Bank Bldg.
FOR
Phone 800.
m

till

055-3:1- 5.

1,

7- -1

cj

I

SALEMIIanef

TYPEWRITERS for sale or rent. 1)11. E, W, RH ll.UlUSON
Underwood Typewriter Co., 121 W.
Physician and Surgeon.
Gold avenue. Phone 144.
Suite 26, Armljo building.
FOR SALE A bulled friction hoist, Residence phone 114; Office phone III.
250 feet, half Inch
steel cable.
Phone 100SW., or write P. O. JJox DR. SALMON
877
Practice Limited to Eye, Eur, Nos
FOR SALE ilounehold goods, clieup. and Throat,
611 W. Lead Ave.
21 1H West Central Ave.
sewing maFOR SALE Domestic
N,
good
924
cheap.
PA ITER SON, M. D.
W.
B.
in
order,
chine
EUk'Hh st ret t.
Disease of Women and Obstetric
' Pl.one 1161.
upright 723 North Second.
FOR SALE Slightly used
piano, exceptional bargain caan or
SOLOMON L. BURTON, li. D- time. 4 Grsnt block.
Physician and urgaon.
WANTED Miscellaneous.
Suit I
Barnett Mldg.
WANTED House building and gen
eral Job work. Barton Keller,
Phone 1292W.
WANTED To buy a kitchen range,

Phone

"RHSJEKWlT!

1027.

WOOD'S SANITARY ice cream sold
In any quuntlty. Lodge and pnrtles
specialty. 1'bonn 99". 24 7 E. Coal.
WANTED
Horse and carriage for
tneir keep during the summer
moulds, nr will buy If satisfactory.
Address XX, care Journal.
'It a good Job of palming or paper
hanging, nee us. Burnett A Martin
Box
or 203 E. Central.

1,

For Jeuie or Sulpliur springs or
any other place In New Mexico engage
Simon Garcia' horse or spring wag
on for your trips. Call at 1202 North

723

FOR RENT

Graduate Nurse and Masseuss
Treatment At Your Horns.
North Second.
Phone

1161

HOME comfort for the sick. Good
Special diet,
food and nursing.
sanitary rooms.
1'rlces
reasonable.
Best references.
Mine L. S. ALGEH.
Hik. S22 Ko. High St.
Phone 1271

THE STAGE
111.'

THE
roil
J I'M IT M

IIOT
Vf

a)

Albuquerque postofflc
dally except Sundays at 6 a. m.
Can enrry three passengers at a
time.
First come., firs, served.
f ar tickets apply to
Lenve

:iii i:(iint

815 E. Pacific Ave,

s
W. A. OOFF
CARPET CLKAMNO.
Phono tSH, 305 E Ct.tral Ave,

LOST

--

ini'ilv

LEWIS

WILSON

A

m

j,,,

fr

FOR SALE

registered imckaKP un
A
opened containing gold rope chain,
Modern
addressed to Mrs. C. M. Ollbrlde, 422 corner lot, graded street, screened
W. Marquette. Return to above and porches for sleeping, congenial neigh
recei ve sulta hie reward.
bors. Inquire 618 H. High St. Phone
1.0ST

....

fper

Attorney-at-La-

Office In First National Bank Ball
Ing, Albuquerque, N. M,

1.

Arno.
WANTED Dressmaking or sewing
FOIl RENT.
by the day. Coiner 3rd and McKin
house Highlands, ley. Phone 1456W.

Black silk fob wltH gol J 1111.
plated Columbian half dollar. Finder please leave at Alvarado pharmacy FOIl RENT Furnished or unfurnishand receive reward.
ed,
modern house, (18 E.
modFOUND LH'ket and chain, owuer Cromwell, $16 or $20;
ran fcsve same by proving property ern, 614 E. Cromwell, $16 or $20;
117 W. Central Are.
Blu Front
and paying for this ad. E. O. Faroe
modern, 612 E. Cromwell, $10
Santa Fe baggsge room.
or $12.60;
modern, 101$ 8.
High, $7 or $10; 4 or
614 8.
PERSONAL
Broadway, $10 or $20; 2 rooms. 610
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
S. 2d., furnished, $8.50; 1 room. 604
LADIES $1,000 rewarfl; I positively S. Second,
Wholesale and Retail Deaiera In
$6; storefurnished,
my great
successful
guarantee
MEATS
room 114 W. Coal, Orpheum bldg.,
FRKSIl A JfD SALT
safely
remedy;
relieves
"monthly"
Billy Boyd stand, rent reasonable.
Ka linage a Specialty.
some of the longest moat obstinate, the
8. Broadway.
For cattle and hogs the blggeet mar-BW. V. Futretle, 614
In three to five days:
canes
abnormal
any real estate
paid.
or
1679W;
price are
Phone
no harm, pain or Interference with dealer.
work; mall $1.60. Double Strength
the
of
$1.00. Dr. F. T. Bouthington Remedy
of IJOO.Ooa.OO of the bonds
Co Kansas Cltr. Ho.
WANTED Positions.
State of New Mexico to oe wu firsl
the
SUN PROOF
der authority of an Act of
WANTED By reliable couple, rent
by hrst-claPosition
New Mexico en- WANTED
BUSINESS CHANCES.
legislature
of
state
for taking care of house or rMim
In or out of town.
cook.
X Paint to equal to any paint sold
and
baker
an1
fund
providing
titled. "An Act
prtrly leaving town during sumAddres A. U, thi office.
In New Mexico up to thl time.
$1.26 PER WORD Inserting clarified for
for the
making appropriation
mer, long or short time. Address F.
by
day
by
n
the
paper.
In
X We are cloeing It out at $1.71
Work
leading
WANTED
of
expense
the
IS
ad
In
fiscal year for the
woman; all kind of housework. Call V. 8. Send for lixt. The Dake Adver- H.. Journal.
and ludlclal de
rallon. which la below cost,
119 N. th street.
at
lnteriit
make room for a new line.
payment
of
tising Agency. 43$ Main St.. Loe
the
partment
FOR RENT Ranches.
Sua Proof retail In eastern
or 12 Oeary St., San Frsnclsco.
wn mate Indrrueanm
per
defray
AND
BAGS.
ettiea at from $1.11 to $J.&
TRUNKS
to
thereof,
requirement
fund
RENT Ranch. nw five r"m
WANTED-Unfurnis- hed
rallon.
rooms. FOR
of the educational, stiite
the expense
house and barn; excellent place for
TRUNKS.
SUIT
tto- RCUAHLB
.
and
institutions
mna
$16 per
CAVES and hand baxs. go to the WANTED
unfurnished chickens. 18 acres planted.party.
THK SUPERIOR LUMBER A
pttala and all other expenses requ..ed Albnqoorejue
121
with
to
month,
lease
rlcht
factory.
Repair
location
modern,
If
Trunk
house. Advise
'- MUX CO.
by existing law or in
1149.
Walter,
routh
rhone
care
Journal.
F
J.
price.
109
Soma.
and
421.
ing.
Second
Phono
Mexico and making

WifliamsDrugCo.

IVItTAN

II- -

l. K. KRAFT
Improve
The Security Warehouse
Dental Surgeon.
ment Co. Offices: Rooms $ and 4 Rooms
Rarnett Htdg. Phone T44
Grant block. Third Street and Central
Appointments Made by MsJU
avenue.
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
FOR SALE Real Estate.

m

A.

lit.

WANTED Piano, household goods,
to stored safely at reasonable
rate. Advances made. Phone 640,, DR.

Porterfield Co.

It Is Insisted That Stenographic
Report of the Conversation
Heard Over Dictograph Shall
Be Presented in Court.

ATTORNEYS.

It

Attorneys-at-La-

E'SSfi8vej(nnj

merits of the new act printed herewith. Wry respectfully,
"FltED DENNETT,
'Commissioner."
"Approved: Walter L. .'inner. Sec-

f

(

The Joomal Wsnt Coloinniims

F

i

..

IF YOU HAVE A WANT TELL IT THROUGH THE JOURNAL

33

SONCx

X WROTE. IT TO
Be. 2UNGr-N-0r

Mix- p

BLANKS

--

"HOP."

By

IT HAPPENED THAT THE COMPOSER WAS IN THE ROOM.

HFli)
11

SEVEN
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SANTA

Miscellaneous.

imn

a

Phono 758.

FE TIME TABLE.
I

MV

I

Store to let. IVntral Ave., between 1st
4V
2nd. St. Inquire T.. Journal.
use of
DESK room for rent, with
phone. San Really Co., 211 West

EffectHo January 2, 1412.
Westbound.
Arrive Departs

VETERINARY SCHOOLS
be
F. VETERINARY COLLEGE
gin Sept. 1(. No profession offers No.
equal opportunity. Catalog free. C No.
Keane. Free. 111! Market 8U das No.
B.

Pefel.

No.

ACCOUNTANTS.
II. V. ItOBIJlTHON

COMPANY

Accountants. Auditor and

1

1
7

Cat Express.... 7:20p
fit I. lJmltrd. . . .ln:56a
Mex.-i'a- l.

Exp...l:lp

Cut Fast Wall.

.

ll:tp

JKantbonml.
2 Tourist Evp... l:K5p
No.
6:Jr,p
4 Limited
.No.
No, g East Kxp
Sip
No. 10 Overland Exp.. 8:00a

:lup

11:26a
U:46p
12:46a
4:20p

(:SSp
7:I5p
1:15a

System ixers.
raw Train.'
Albuquerque, N. M. No.
Amarlllo, Texas.
12:20p
Mex. Kxp
7
t"X
111.
Box
(:20a
No. 616 Ft I'ssn Pas.
No. 61 From El Paao (:(0a
DRESSMAKING.
No. 814 From Kl Paso (:2p
IIimwcII, 4lmU ami Amarillow
T.
MclaMcttlln.
M.
Mr.
No. sll I'fosi Val. Kxp
T:SfP
DltKSKM tKIXU I'MlKIhA
No. 812 Albuq. Kxp.. 4. Up
Santa Fe Tailor Shop.
,
Phone 1442.
J. JOHNSON, Agent.
Hi . First.

l.

Crescent Hardware Company

Summer
Reading

"dJPPT'i'S'.lit

Remember to ask for

Tho greatest books published
during the past five or six years.
Over 000 Til lex.

MATTHEW'S VELVET ICE CREAM
42.

TELEPHONE ORDERS,

SOc

We have never had as (food a
election of title or so large a
stock of these books. Home of
the new ones

Rogers' Silverware Coupon in Every Sack of

EMPRESS FLOUR

"The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine."
' The Girl
of the Umber-lost.- "
"Peter."
"The High Hand."
"The House of Bondage."

Charles Ilfeld Co.

STROM'S

Wholesalers of Everything
ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

BOOK

STORE

"Your Money Back It torn
Want It."

SANTA ROSA

LAUNDRY
WHITE

Peaches

WAGONS

I Strong Brothers j

FROM NORTHERN

Undertaker and Ernbalmer.
Prompt her vie Day or Night,
Telephone 75. ltaaideooo MS.
Wrong Blk Copper and Heomd.

CALIFORNIA

4000o004)0l

MOUNTAIN GROWN
FRUIT

Id the event that you should
not receive your morning paper,
telophone BUY ANT'S MESSENGERS, giving your name
and address and the paper will
be delivered by a special mas
senger. Phone 501 or 602.

ARE NOW IN

2 Pounds
for 25c

Reward 13.00.
The above reward will be paid
for the arrest and conviction of
anyone caught stealing copies
of the Morning Journal from
the doorways of subscribers.
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
IS.OO

WARD'S STORE;!
HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.
SIS Marbla

At.

LOCAL ITEMS

Phone XV.

WliVrilKIt HKl'OKT.
For the

GIERKE, OGLE & DOANE
Abstract. Fir Iosurtnoe,
Civil Engineering, Rurety Bond

OF INTEREST

hours ending
at t o'clock yesterday evening: '
Minimum temperature 82 degrees;
minimum temperature 64; range 28.
p. m. yesterday, 74.
Ti.iiiperutur at
West winds; partly cloudy.

Real Estate and Loans,
Phone 111, Rooms
Btera Bldg.

VI

11

twenty-fou-

:.ti

I

Kit

r

I t U EC A ST.

Washington, D, C, June 24. West
Texas Probably
fair Tuesday and
Weitnesilay,
HAIRDRESSING
New Mexico Loral showers Tues
Manicuring. Switches Mads and Dyed. day. Wednesday fair.
Arl.oim (lini:rully fair Tuesday
S1AIUNELLO CHKAMS AND

and

POWDIill-S- .

WeilneHcliiy,

Ir.

MRSTCLAY,
Opposite Postofnoe,

Chicago Mill & Lumber Co.
A, H. Carroll, Mgr.
General Planing Mill.
3d and Marquette. Phone 8.

Kchwriitker, Osteopath. Tel. 717
Charles Pnxton, of lllanco. Is making a brief huslnen visit to this city.
W. W. KlHoVn
arrived yesterday
from his home at Madrid for a brief
stay.
II. If. Newlee, of Las Vegus. la an
Albuquerque business visitor, having
arrived last night.
Mrs. F, E. Nolen, of Roswcll, Is a
visitor In Albuiui'riue for a duy or
two.

of Uis Cruce.
arrived from the south last night for
WALLACE HESSELDEN
a brief visit In nils city.
(t'lu-ra- l
t'uiilrni-tori- .
Attorney Ueiieral Flunk W. Clancy
Figure hiuI workmanship mutit. departed lust night for
Fe, after
We guaruiiiHe morn fur your money Sendliig a few days Sunta
here.
than any other contrarting firm In AlF. 5. U.irilett, a Socorro merchant.
buquerque. I f f lee at
who is well known In Albuquerque, Is
MPIUIOIt I'l.WIMi MILL,
here on a hiiMlness trip fur a duy
l'liomi 377.
or so.
!r. It. M. Williams, formerly of
The best saddle horsm to be had In this illy, returned to his home at
the city ars at W. L. Trimble's, 111 Helen bint night after several days
spent here.
North Second street. Phone I.
W. II. 11. Llewellyn,

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

SPRINGER
TRANSFER CO.

Dean Is a well known fight promoter
of southern California, having staged
light two years
the Nelson-Wolgaago, which resulted In Wolgast winning the world's lightweight chamst

fkorea, rUnrm, House Fnralahtng Goods, Cutlery, Tool. Iroa Pipe.
Valves and tUtui. Plumbing. Heating. Tin
TELEPHONE
SIS W. (TENTH AL AVE.

A
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pionship.
There will be a regular meeting of
Cottonwood Grove No. 2, Woodmen's
All
circle, at 2:30 this afternoon.
members are requested to be present
at the meeting which will be held In
Odd Fellows' hall. The members of
the degree team are especially urged
to be on hand.
Jerre Haggard, of Albuquerque. N.I
M, a former Briotoliar U a visitor in
the city. Mr. Hagirnrd was In the bottling business in Hristol, leaving here
several years ago. He Is a young mun
who haa made good In the west and
is at present caiihler of the Monte-um- a
Trust Company, at Albuquerque, N. M. He Is the guest of AttorBristol (Tenn.J
ney A. L. Osborne.
Herald-Courie- r.

Captain and Mrs. J. W. Johnston,
of Globe, Arls., will arrive In Albuquerque today to take charge of the
Salvation Army work In this city.
They will be anslsted by Lieut. Mabel
Hrown.
Their welcome meeting will
be held tomorrow night at 8 o'clock
at the Salvation Army hall, 117 Went
Gold avenue. The public is cordially
Invited to attend.
Because of 111 health, due to being
crippled. Miss Anita Montoya, aged
28 years, living at Alameda, is reported to have attempted to kill her
self Sunday by slashing her throat
with a razor. A physician was summoned from Albuquerque and after
heroic work he succeeded In saving
the despondent woman's life; Miss
of Sirille
Montoya is the daughter
Montoya, a resident of Alameda.
Tho Santa Fe Railway Company
yesterday began to dismantle the old
lookout tower at the Central avenue
crossing of the railroad tracks and
will Immediately proceed to erect a
new tower nn the west side of the
tracks, together with the latest Improved gates. These will be operated
with compressed air. A flagman will
do duty at the crossing until the new
arrangement Is in operation.
J. M. Greb, the unlortunate man
who was taken into custody Saturday
night by the police, was yesterday
sent to St Joseph's hospital for treat
ment. As soon as he is able to travel,
Mr. Greb will be sent to his old home
In Arkansas, to spend his declining
years. Since the mysterious disap
pearance of his daughter, followed
several months later by the death of
his son, Mr. Greb has been subject to
spells of melancholia and his present
condition Is pitiable.
It has been learned that this city
by a
Is to be visited In September
party of seventy or more members of
the American Geographical society ot
New York, who are to celebrate tho
sixtieth anniversary of the founding
of the organisation by making a
transcontinental tour. The excursion
will start from New York on August
22nd, and will end In the same city
on October 15th. It will be conducted
of
bv Prof. William Morris Davis,
Harvard university. The stay of th;
though
8
party here will be brief,
mors extendedir.vMt win be made at
county.
Cerrlllos, southern Santa Fe
Pavld P. Ward,, who for nearly a
year has been traveling In the Inter
ests of Sunday school work in New
Mexico, haa returned to his home at
Pasadena, Cal.' The change In the
New Mexico Baptist missionary societies from the northern to the southern branches. Is the cause of Mr.
Ward's return to California. He has
been elected manager of the south
ern California .assembly which holds
Its annual sessions at Long Beach.
The purpose la to make this assembly
one of the largest of Its kind in the
United States. Mr. Ward speaks highthe
ly of New Mexico and believes
state has a great future.

J. B, Houser, who had been here
for two years past, departed last
night for New York, where he will
live In the future.
Mrs. James Hennessy, wife of a
Bantu Fe engineer, has gone to St.
inn-i- .h
Mn.. for a visit to relatives
and friends.
F. L. Hannu, traveling freight and
e,
passenger, agent for the Santa
with headquarters at Los Angeles,
was a visitor here yesterday,
I. Q. Grant arrived In the city last
night on the eastbound California
limited, and will spend several weeks
looking after his Interests here.
SuDt. F. E. Summers, of the Rio
Grande division of the Santa Fe, arrived last night and will spend a day
or two here attending to railroad mat
ters.
Eugene Carr, a son of Captain and
Mrs. Clark M. Carr, will arrive home
tomorrow from Washington, where
he has been attending school the past
year.
uv c. P. Conwav. a nephew of
Mrs. E. A. Vaughey, of 723 West cop- per nvenue. is visiting his aunt for
several weeks. Rev, Conway Is from
Sioux City, la.
1. H. Rosenthal, representing the
McCaskey Register Company, of Al
iiuncn nhlo. la In the city and will
make his headquarters for the southwest In this city.
Mrs. Edward Gertlg. wife of an
Albuquerque contractor, who recently
underwent an operation at St. Jo
seph's hospital, Is reported to be re
covering satisfactorily.
E. E. Ball, engineer In charge of
the Albuquerque division of the Bunt a
Fe. arrived from Winslow last night
on No. 2 and will spend a few days
here attending to railroad business.
Rev. 8. E. Allison, pastor of the
Central Avenue Mothoulst church, returned on deluyed No. 9 early yes
terday morning from Wausau, Wis.,
where he had been called on business.
Isaac Rarth, attorney and state
senator from Bernalillo county,
last night for Apache and
Navajo counties, Arizona, where he
will attend sessions of the superior
court.
J. V. Jenkins, agent for the Mis
souri Valley Hrldge & Iron Co., which
1
built the Barelas bridge. Is a visitor
here from his headquarters at Den
ver, conferring with county surveyor
Pitt Ross.
Supt. F. L Meyers, of the New
Mexico division of the Santa Fe, went
no'th on a special train early this
ARE CORDIALLY
morning, to view the scene of Sun
tliiv'. washout, and attend to other
railroad business.
derailment
Because of a freight
RECEIVED
near Gullup yesterday, all the east,
bound passenger trains were delayed
about two hours In arriving here. No.
which Is due here at 3:55, sus
tained nearly four hours' delay.
Every Indication Points to LibMiss Eileen McMlllen returned yesMass.,
eral Contribution for First
terday from Northampton,
where she had been attending Smith
State Exposition in the Com
college the past year, and will spend
the summer vacation with her paring October.
ents. Attorney and Mrs. A. B. McMll-

Fl

SOLICITORS

len.

National Organiser Johnson, of the

The soliciting committee

for

the

Moose, accompanied by E. W. Ed- first state fair was out yesterday call
Own ver.
wards, of this city, left last night on inm nn the merchants and business
IEhh
No. 1 for Gallup, where they will Inhouses generally, and received hearty
THE COYOTE CO.,
Mr. support In the matter of subscriplodge of that order.
a
stitute
Foriurily Alvara1 Itnttling Co,
Johnson has been here for some time tions. The president and secretary of
past.
Phone 727.
the esposltlon. Col. D. K. B. Sellers
and Frank Storts. headed the commit
.11. Randolph, a New York broker,
wus here on No. 1 lust night and spent tee.
Colonel Sellers declared last night
the time while the train was here In
chatting with friends who live In the that the Albuquerque spirit was
had been
Ws carry everything that a horse city. He Is on his way around the abroad and that aupport officials
are
The
needs Harness, Saddles. Collar and world, and expects to take two years prompt and liberal.
working out the financial destinies of
Sweat Tads, Stable Blanket. Face for the trip.
way.
In a regular systematic
Mrs. John R. ,Haynes had the mis- the event will
Nets. Our Harness tepartment ofknow within two weeks
fers a wide choice In Light and Heavy fortune to Injure her left lej above and they
may
Harness of all kinds. No establish- the ankle last evening by Slipping on at the most Just how much they
ment .n the rlty Is better stocked the sidewslk on Broadway. A physi- spend.
or betirr equipped to please you.
Mrs.
Come In and see how well we are cian was called and treated
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
fixed and how easy priced the goods Havnes and no serious consequences
are expected to follow.
are.
cub coyotes and a young wolf
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE areTwo
Anartarlo Lwran.
on display in cages In the window
t.
of Cobb
Beyer's taxidermy
Anastacio Lueraa. the Old Meslco
COMPANY
on West Gold avenue, hav- native, who died here Sunday as th)
ing been captured in the Jemes coun- result of Injuries sustained in being
N. W. (Vtr. tires and Trjlraa.
In the
try by friends of the proprietors of run over by a carload of
today
Zunl mountains, will pe burl
the place.
The Loysl Women, a newly organ- - Mrs. Lueras will arrive from the camp
Company.
Orrttkie I asap
ev
lied bible class of the Gold and of the American IimW
OaUap Lmi
Rroadway Sunday school, will hold ' where Lueras was employed, on train
thie mornrnK. ana me luneni
their regular business and social No,
ill follow her arrival, being hell at
meeting this afternoon at ! I o'clock
m coai
ATvnRAcrrr.
. Isrtnri Unns. fnnl Uo"d. .Native KlxTtlng.
Cbk Mill
st the home of Mrs. Oift. I South Is o'clock. Burial will be made In
We huvr rhniiff

lttir

t

uur

nam.

but our

Efficient Transfer Service

HORSE OUTFITTERS

estsb-llshmen-

lrs

HAHN COALCO..p
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Woo). Hides, Pelts and Goat Skins
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H, Ittafcta

Sanu Barbara cemetery.
r.dlth street.
attorney
ol
Wlndrem,
city
I.
Salr TW Cwv e APHHrecrea
Point Richmond. Cel.. accompaaied hasVr
for sale a roasMaalloa clirashwl
by P. U. Dean.
of Point Rich hoar sum. and erll traiswol fire
mond, a prominent restaurant
tram. leMtwrtin e)me harm. Wagna
of that city, were In Albuquerque be--1 and team la fl-- 4 rla cwsMlltttm. ITtrv
.
tween trains last night oa their w.y'nnedlssir
"V
bom. from Chicago, where they
tended the eeeslona of the repubttcaa' "uoc ,t"e
R.
national coaveotioa last week, Mr.
null sss a IVa 1'iailiire.
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STATE COMMISSION

0

I

F course, we expect all the

dressed men of this communitv

ER TO

AMI

well-- I

BE APPOINTED

X

Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N. White De
cides On New Departure in
Educational Work.

to look on this store as headquarters for the
best things to wear; we think most of them do;
if .you don't, it's because you don't know what's
here.

Hart Schaffner & Marx
(

are not the only good thing we have here; they're
But we can supply the kind
of shirt you want: we can put the right hat on your head;
the right shoe on your feet; we can outfit any man or boy
clothe

the best clothe we can find.

State Superintendent of Public In
rtructlon Alvan N. White, who was in
Albuquerque between trains last nlpht
on his wuy to Socorro and Currlxcsso,
where this week he will visit county
institutes now tn session at the two
places named, announced an important change In his office, a change
which Mr. White believes will Increas- the efficiency of the department of
education.
Heretofore, the examination papers
of applicants for teachers' certificates
have been sent here and there over
the state to vnrioiig educators to be
read and graded. By this method, the
opinion of only one grader was ob
talned end besides the expressaee to
and from the department was a con
siderable Item.
Knowlig ihis custom, the teache.-felt. In many Instances, that their papers in many subjects had not beon
fairly and conscientiously graded and
freauontlv asked the department to
have same reread, which meant an
Additional expense.
To remedy these and other djfocts
and expenses connected with this
system of gliding applicant's papers,
noulu
Superintendent White h
thorough stiuly of the methods used
u nuiir1
l, the various fates mid had super
in
ber of conferences with str te
endents at the St. Louis "getliig but
he
February. He announced'' that
would appoint a state" "commls&lon of
examiners, who will enmn M this city
and, under the direct supervision of
the department of education, grade
the papers of all applicants, who may
take the examination this summer.
Superintendent John Milne, of Al
buquerque; Superintendent J. B. Taylor, of Deming; Mrs. Nora Brumback
of Santa Rosa, and Mrs. Leona Logue.
of Raton, were appointed as members
of the state commission ot examiners,
and will take up the work of the commission about July 1st.
Aside from Mis. Brurr.back's and
Mrs. Logue's splendid qualifications
for the work, the state superintendent
felt the women of the utate should be
represented on this Important com
s

from head to foot.

completely

And the qualitie are right.

SUITS. $20 AND UP

Other Thing at Right Prices.

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER
This Store Is the Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothe

TITANIC

PICTURES

WHAT ARE YOU GOING
TO DO ABOUT IT ?

1

PUBA FOREIGN DIRKCTORY
(which hag
LISHING COMPANY
taken out of our city riiore than ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS each year for
several years past) has been informed
"that one of your fellow citizens hai
AT CRYSTAL
been considering the Idea of publishing a Directory of Albuquerque." For
their information, as well as for subscribers for directories, we beg to adLiner Seen Leaving vise that "your fellow citizen" has
PKRFKCTEJ THE IDEA and that
Portsmouth and Arrival of we will publish three hundred copies
the Directory of Albuquerque, to
Carpathia at New York With of
be delivered on or about January 1st,

TO

BE

Survivors,

1813.

The Pathe weekly review feature
film to be shown today and 'tomorrow
at the Crystal theater shows the Ill- -

We shall endeavor to convince any
"doubting Thomas" that sufficient
competent "name-taker- s
and compilers" reside within the confines of our
enterprising city to produce a
Directory of Albuquerque, and
one so far superior to any heretofore
published for the city, that other
Directory Publishers might profit by
their employment.
The business men who use the Directory should be the judge, and judgment should not be passed before
trial has been given. All that we desire Is a fair trial, and wish to notify
the two hundred and fifty firms and
persons who have signed contracti
for our Directory, as well as prospective subscribers, that our Idea is not
an embryotic state, but a realisation,
and their support will be appreciated
as evidenced by our D.rectory production. Respectfully,
WARD D. ANDKRR.SON',
J. BENSON NEWELL,

first-cla- ss

fated White Star liner Titanic leav
Ing Plymouth, Kngland. A lifelike
photograph of Captain Smith is also
shown. A realistic scene of an Ice
berg at sea gives mute evidence of
what brought disaster to the ship and
the arrival at New York of the Carpathia, which steamship picked up
the survivors of the sea horror, makes
mission.
a'Vlvid word picture. Included In the
picture also are scenes attending the
For Bent Best located warehouse- investigation conducted by the United
In tliei city. Inquire at Bulilridge LuniStates senate committee Into the
ber Company.
cause of the disaster with a view to
fixing responsibility for it and deThe awellest turnouts and cabs In termining on preventive measures.
the city are at Trimble's, lit North
Another feature of this Aim is a
Second street. Phone I.
picture of Admiral George Dewey
unveiling a statue to the memory of
John Paul Jones, erected at Annapo
lis, and a special picture for the,
Many ' Interesting
current ANOTHER NEW MEXICO
ladies.
events make up one of the driest
OIL COMPANY FORMED
yet
weekly review pictures
sent out
by the Pathe people.
At the Pastime today and tomor
Morning Joaraal
row tne feature
film Is entitled Speetal Carrmpnadimce
Santa Fe, N. M., June 24. The El
"Egypt, the Mysterious," a- picture of
scenic beauty and educational value. Oro OH & Development Co., of Gallup, filed articles
of Incorporation
with the state corporation commisMAGDALENA WILL SOON
sion today. Jt is a concern organised
HAVE NATIONAL BANK to search for gas or oil and to deal
In oil lands. The capital la 1300,000
119 WEST GOLD AVENl'E.
with $2,000 paid in. The shares are
ISpertsI forrenponrteare te Morning Jonrnall valued at Si each and tne corporation
Magdalena,
M
June 24. This is limited to an Indebtedness ot
Ask " about our S3 cash Coupon town Is soon N.
to have another bank, $10,000. The Incorporators are John
Books. You'll always liave the right
change for tlie delivery man. Tele to be known as the First National F. Holman, J. T. Harned, Delbert H.
Bank of Magdalena, of which Mr. Lowry and Nicholas Fleischer.
phone your orders In early.
Kerr, president of the El Paso Bank
& Trust Co., will be the head.
Wanted Experienced general bookThe new bank will be housed in the keeper.
10 lbs. New Potatoes, Calif or Allen
Must be young and rapid,
hotel, a landmark here, which
recently has been purchased by Theo- Give full particulars as to referenc
nia Large White, 25c
and experience in first letter. Ad16c dore Wilson, a well known ranchman, dress O,
Shield Brand Ham, lb
Box $17.
heirs
the
of
late
Joe
Hilton.
from
the
Picnic Hams, lb
U'4c The hotel will be remodeled and a
Tall can Punch Brand Condensed
35c large edition built, the latter serving Try a Journal Want Ad. Results
Milk, 4 for
as the home of the new bank.
pkg. Italsins
10c
In remodeling the hotel. It will be
15c
Black eyed Peas, S lbs
made modern tn every respect, giving
Sugar, 15 lbs.
$1.00 this part of the state one of the best
10c hotels In an outlying town such as is
Rmpson Kraut, S lbs
10c Magdalena, as there Is in New MexSolitaire Kidney Beans, i lbs
I'llONK 123.
Best Creamery Butter, lb
....SOc ico.
Office at Venn's. 211 W. Central.
California Ripe Olives, pints
lie
you
need
carpenter,
telephone
a
Will buy fumltnre for cash or sell for
If
SOc
Quarts
you on commission.
$1.00 Houwclden, phone S77.
Gallon
Lard .. ..3s, 45c; 5s, 73c; 10c, $1.45
Cottolene, ..medium. 60c; large. $1.45
Beechnut Peanut Butter, small ...10c
Medium, Iflc; large, 85c
Klugsford's Silver Gloss and Corn
Sc
Starch, 1 lb.
...12c
Pink Salmon, tall cans,
S5c
Welch's Grape Juice, qta.
70c
Welch's Grape Juce, H al
SSc
I bars Crystal White Soap
cans Potted Ham
...S5e
10c
Tall can Chile con Cams
Fancr Cooked Lunch Tongue.
Vacation time it here and if you arc going away and arc in need of
lb. cans
....20c
SSc
suit
case or bag, we should like to have ycu see our line and let us
Mexican
Beana
lbs.
a
Large alse Poet Toast lee
UHe
quote you prices.
can . . . 10c
Van Camp's Hominy,
SSc
Baker's Chocolate
We have just received an assortment with many new and
Helm Baked Beans. Tomato Sauce 1 lc
Heint Baked Beans, Urge can . .SSc
styles. They are made of all the popular leathers and the workmanSOc
tV'eddinr Breakfast Coffee
ship, which means so much in goods of this kind, is first class in every
Kuner'a Pork and Beans, I lbs. ...10c
Airship Standard Cora
lSc
respect
11c
Shredded Wheat Biscuit
National Oats, 2s
I lb. National Oat ...SSc and SOc
They are marked at prices mat we are sure compare favorably with
Swift Premium Bacon, per lb....2TC
any others in town and all we ask is that you let us show you what we
Swift Premium Ham, per lb, ....ltc
Calif. Sylman Olive OIL tt pint.
we have before you buy.
Sac; pints. SSc: quart. OSc.
Imported Olive OIL tt Pun .....SSc
.SSc
Imported Olive OIL pint
45c
Maraschino Cherries, pint
IBc
Beechnut Bacoa
Beechnut Sliced Beet, medium ...18c
Beechnut Sliced Bacon, large ....Sac
SSc
Blue Label Catsup, pints
S for S5c
lee Soda Cracker
--

if

FOR CASH
SAVE 15

-

Richelieu

Cash Grocery

;-

16-o- z.

--

Frank Auction
Company

SUET CASES
AND BAGS

......

b.

te

lc

......
......

Phone 235

PHONE

233.

307 West CentraL

